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County jail cramped Six chosen to
Editor's note: Theinmate's
name has been changed to
protect his anonymity.

aid relations

by JID Trudeau
editorial editor

by Don Lee

Except for two trips next
door to Common Pleas Court,
John hasn't been outside in
4^ months.
He spends his days watching television, listening to the
radio and playing cards. Occasionally he writes letters,
and he always eats his meals
at the same time: 7:30 a.m.,
11:30 a.m. and 4:30p.m.
John, 20, is one of about SO
inmates at the Wood County
Jail.
lake most of the inmates,
he has one cellmate. Besides
their respective cell - measuring 8 feet by 10 feet - the
prisoners are provided with a
community room called the
bullpen. There are tables and
chairs in the bullpen, and it is
there that they may watch TV
or listen to the radio.

staff reporter

Two University and four
Chamber of Commerce representatives have been named
to a Chamber committee on
improving communications between the University and city
businesses.
The University representatives are Karl Vogt, vice-president for operations, and Philip
Mason, executive assistant to
University President Paul Olacamp. Mason represents the
University at the monthly
Chamber meetings. Vogt and
Mason were selected by University President Paul Olscamp.
Representing the Chamber
will be Sheilah Fulton, Chamber
of Commerce second vice-president, John Mura, owner of Falcon House sporting goods store,
Erie Radel, of Radel and Company, a Bowling Green accounting firm, and Jerry Liss, owner
of Pisanello's Pizza.

Around three sides of the
bullpen is a hallway, with
windows, called the catwalk.
Originally, it was built to provide the prisoners with some
exercise and some diversion looking out of the window.
However, except for an
hour or so every day, the
catwalk is kept locked up.
Since John has been there,
the catwalk has been opened
a couple of times in addition
to that hour a day - which he
said is mostly for cleaning
purposes - because "one of
the nicer guards" let them in.
ACCORDING TO Wood
County Sheriff George
Ginter, the catwalk usually is
kept closed because the prisoners used to whistle at
women passing by outside.
So the only exercise the
prisoners can have is calisthenics in their cell or the
bullpen, Ginter said.
Kaye Vermett. the jail matron, said "the lack of exercise area" is the worst
problem in the Jail.
"It's just cramped; it'siust
too small," she said. "They
get no exercise at all."
Recreation is one of the
areas in which the jail does
not meet state standards,
Ginter said. Another area is
visitation.
yisitation is conducted
through a window 3 inches
high and 6 inches wide,
according to Vermett. Below
the window is a mesh opening, about the same size,

THEIR NAMES were sched-

Damages low
University reports $25,468 loss
by Phillip B. Wilson
staff reporter

Photo illustration/Susan Cross

through which the visitor and
inmate stand and talk.
There are two visiting windows next to each other,
which John said doesn't allow
for much privacy.
"THEY'RE (ANOTHER
visitor and inmate) not even a
foot away from you ana you
just can't talk," he said.
Ginter said the jail should
Erovide two tables separated
1 a large glass window, with

i for the inmate and
Visitation is restricted to
Tuesdays, 9 to 11 a.m. and 6 to
9 p.m.; Thursdays, 1 to 4
p.m.; and Saturdays, 9 to 11
a.m. - about 20 minutes per
visit. .
The jail meets fire and food
standards; for example, a
dietician is there to make
sure balanced meals are

available, Ginter said.

"You can survive off it (the
food)," was John's comment.
John also complained about
the mail, which Ginter said
always is opened to check for
contraband- such as drugs and for money, which is put
into accounts for each prisoner.
According to John, some of
the guards tell him "half the
. See Jan, page 7.

Graduating seniors express
satisfaction with University
Editor's note: This is the third
in three-part series on graduating seniors.

Seniors reflect on experiences

by Benjamin Marrison
new» editor

The pressures of finals are
mounting. It may seem as if
there is no way to get everything
done in the allotted time frame.
Some freshmen are not used to
the pressures ... some sophomores remember the pressure,
but still are not able to fully deal
with it... juniors know there's
only one year left... and graduating seniors are sighing relief,
it's all over.
Students may wonder, "Is it
all worth it?" According to the
90 graduating seniors surveyed,
It is.
The students were asked,
"Are you satisfied with your
years at Bowling Green?"
Gary Bernardex. computer
science major: "Yes, very
much
so. I have made friends here

»

uled to be announced at the
regular meeting of the Chamber
this morning.
The committee met for the
first time Monday to organize
themselves. No date has been
set for a second meeting, although one is planned, Joan Gordon, executive director of the
Chamber, said.
Gordon said the committee
would meet as needed, with no
regular scheduled meeting time,
to exchange information concerning city and University
business activities. Representatives from retail operations on
University property, such as the
bookstore and the Student Recreation Center, will be brought
in to discuss University retail
policies.
The commitee was formed in
response to city merchants
wanting to know whether the
University's retail operations
would have any effect on their
businesses. The resolution authorizing the commitee was announced by the Chamber March
1.

that I will never forget. I have
had a great time and feel it was
definitely worth it Oh yeah, I
got a degree, too."
Maria Emery, special edncatioa major: "Yes. I truly feel
that this University has prepared me for my future and my
career."
Sue Berg, marketing ma Jar:
"As the years have progressed,
I have realized that a four-year

education is nothing more than a
'survival of the finest' course.
Hopefully, after all of the sacrificing, there will be some reKelly Wlgner. business education major: "Yes. Overall they
have been good. College has
taught me a Tot, not only academically, but socially."
James VaadeVeWe, telling and
•

sales major: "Yes. I've been
here long enough (five years).
Just let me leave here with a
degree."
A few of those surveyed
wished to remain anonymous,
only revealing their first name:
Rich, computer science malar: "It was really slow the first
lew years, but after I realized I
had to be the one to get things
going, it was super."
Steve, a Journalism major:
"Yeah. I got a lot of opportunities here that I would never have
gotten at other schools. I'm not
sure what I would be doing if I
hadn't taken advantage of the
opportunities. The main thing
you want to do when you come to
college is find something you
want to do and pursue it, and
that's what I did*
"Fetter," still deciartag himself aa '■■declared major': "I
had a great time. Don't get me
wrong -1 busted my butt in my
classes. But when study time
ended, 'Miller time' began."

are usually only a "handful" of
students responsible.

"THE PERCENTAGE of stuWith the close of spring semester comes the yearly resi- dents that create the problems
dence hall damage reports. are very small," Junk said.
According to a Harold Junk, the "Compared to other universities
destruction hasn't been that I've been to, our living quarters
are excellent."
bad.
Junk, coordinator for trades
and improvement, said the there
One of the reasons he believes
has been $25,468 in damage at the damage rate has increased
the University from the begin- in Founders Quadrangle is the
ning of fall semester to AprillO, new co-ed policy which began in
1985.
the fall of 1983. He said men
Founders Quadrangle has the were more costly residents than
most damage of any dormitory women, "as far as damage was
with $8,238, which was almost concerned." Since the switch
twice as high as the next ex- from an all male dorm to the
pense, Kreisher Quadrangle, present coed situation in Rogers
which had $4,446 damage. Prout Quadrangle, damages have deHall had the least amount of creased significantly.
damage, at an expense of $293.
"When it's spring, we have
Junk said these figures represent the total amount of more screen and window dammoney spent on the buildings, age than anything else," Junk
including the dorm rooms. He said. "If the damage is somesaid University students aren't thing unusual, we'll come out
as destructive as the numbers and give the resident adviser an
might indicate, because there estimate."

State homes
investigated
Celeste orders
report after
death, illness
COLUMBUS (AP) -Gov.
Richard Celeste yesterday
asked state officials to draft a
preliminary report on the
death of a woman due to
inamutritkmajidtfleuTnassof
two others bi OIWIMHTU
group homes for the mentally
The request came on the
beets of a separate call for
WMCUOWOborne by

Mamie
Johnson, director of the Ohio
Department of Mental Retardation and Developmental
PWrfflttffi
Ceteste asked David Williams, director of the Governor's Offiea of Advocacy for
Disabled Persons, and Johnson to make a report by the
arirfOkwyeaterdw.
The governor said he is
oeapxy conceraea aoom wnai

has happened in homes operated by Meridian Community
Care.
"He's asked for a preliminary report, and then he'll
take it from there," Dahra
Phttups, a spokeswoman in
the governor's office, said.
In the Cincinnati case,
the Hamilton County coroner's office said Carol Simonson, 43, once a resident of the
now-closed Orient Developmental Center in Picks way
County, was dead an arrival
at University Honttal and
Medical Center in Cincinnati
last Nov. 7.
SHE DIED of malnutrition and dehydration, the
coroner reported after an autopsy. SimoBson was taken to
the feaprta] from a Meridian
grasp nome on naasatun
Way in Ondnnnti, officials
said. The woman bad previously been a resident of
another Meridian home on
Scottwood Avenue.
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Boos and bravos

Here it is - the long-awaited end of the 1984-85
school year. With summer around the bend,
this seems like a good time for some final comments on the school year.
Bravo to USG for organizing Springfest '85. It
was a success both in finance and in spirit, and
hopefully it helped dispel some community resentment left after last year's Manville Madness.
Boo to some city officials who would like to make
next year's Springfest a community carnival. Why
can't we have one big party, just for ourselves?
Bravo to University President Paul Olscamp for
canceling Vk days of classes because of snow.
Consider doing it more often!
Boo to the Ohio Department of Transportation
and Conrail for all the delays in installing gates at
railroad crossings. How many people have to die?
Bravo to Women for Women - not necessarily for
their opinions, but for stirring up this too-oft apathetic campus. And speaking of apathetic ...
A resounding boo to most of the students who
asked questions of Ronald Reagan at last fall's
rally. You should have come up with something
that would make him think - not blush with pleasure.
Bravo to yet another fine season by Bowling
Green quarterback Brian McClure, who appears
destined to make it to the pro ranks.
Boo to the University for making us look at those
dull cement blocks in front of the Administration
Building, year after year. They are supposed to be
a fountain, but it is never turned on.
But bravo to the University for approving photo
IDs. They'll make life easier for students next year.
Boo to the incredibly harsh Student Arbitration
Board, who decided that an ill-thought-out April
Fool's joke warranted three RAs' suspension from
the University. Haven't you ever pulled a dumb
joke?
And bravo, finally, to the graduating seniors.
You've worked hard and we wish you the best.
Happy summer, everybody.

Bye, CI-Hall, signed a friend
You see the Kennedy-Nixon
debate? Kennedy killed Nixon.
Naw, I like Nixon. He knows
his stuff.
Short, short hair, straight leg
Students practice writing,
blue jeans (dungarees), button practice dealing with people.
down shirts, sneakers, penny Some are obsessed with the
loafers: the uniform.
newspaper. Some write one
Seedling journalists settle into story and, for whatever reason,
a new home; a place to work, a never come back. First articles
place to play. It's 1959. The BG get published. Writers get their
News moves into University feet wet; some become famous
Hall rooms 105 and 106. The (or semi-famous) authors. Some
walls are eggshell white. The of them graduate and never
color's nice. It's easy on the write again.
eyes. It'll be a nice place to work.
Holy Jesus. Nam, man, you're
The School of Journalism of- going to Nam.
fices are right across the hall.
I don't want to go, man. SomeSome days, a Newser can go to times the powers that be make
work, visit with a prof and go to decisions and there ain 't nothing
class and never walk more than you can do about it.
a few hundred feet.
The office: friends, enemies,
by QeoWf y Barnard

romances; ambition, lethargy;
office hockey, office basketball,
office baseball, bigtime wrestling (boys will be boys); allnighters; Interviews, jobs. The
office was thousands of different
things to the hundreds of people
who worked there.
The quarters were cramped in
the School of Journalism. Each
professor's cell was clustered
around a central pool, a meeting
place. The Lounge.
Emil Danskers cell was as
much of a museum as it was an
office. Forty years of journalism
paraphernalia covered the walls
from ceiling to floor. I was there
when he closed his office door
for the last time.
The moving men were taking
out his desk, the last thing left in
the cubicle. Everyone else had
already gone to West Hall. In the
lounge, a few boxes lay scattered, waiting to be moved.
He was more human than at
any other time I had ever known
him. He leaned against the doorway as two overweight men in
blue coveralls grunted and
groaned to get the oak desk onto
a dolly. He didn't say anything.
No reminiscences, no anecdotes,
nothing. He just stared, not at
the room really, someplace past
the room.
The desk was gone. He
stepped into the empty cube and
looked at the dust marks on the
floor around where there used to
be filing cabinets, boxes, a table.
Hundreds of students, a yearbook full of faces, had sat in this
room. How many hours were
spent here working, on the
phone, grading papers? Thousands. Tens of thousands.
He bent over and picked up a
paperclip.
ff
This is it - the last of it.
Anybody want a souvenir?"
He stopped short in his motion
to return the silver scrap to its
resting place on the floor. He
looked at the paper clip and
stuck it in his pocket.
The School of Journalism has

completed its migration. Some
professors have moved their
classes to West Hall. The building really hasn't started to
bustle yet; it still glows with
newness.
I visited the future home rf The
BG News a few days ago. My
footsteps echoed down the
empty, virgin hallways. I
bumped into Emil Dansker and
he walked with me for a while.
Light from flourescent tubes
glinted off shiny linoleum. The
muffled tapping of an electric
typewriter was coming from an
insulated office somewhere.
He looked at me. "You know,
it's not quite the same. I like it
here, but it's not the same."
"Yeah, I know what you
mean." 1 half-expected to see a
hospital orderly dressed in surgical garb spring from behind
one of the doors wheeling a
gurney.
Newspapers are a lot of
things, but they were never
meant to be clean. One look at
your hands after reading a paper tells you that. Newspapers
do their most good when they're
uncovering corruption, crime dirt. They were never meant to
operate in an antiseptic atmosphere.
In a few weeks, they'll come to
Eet us. Overweight movers in
lue coveralls will tote off the
files, the computers, the typewriters. They'll disturb dust
that's been settling for 26 years dust older than anyone who
wrote a story in this issue.
Short hair, straight leg blue
jeans, button down shirts, high
top basketball shoes, penny loafers: new wave conservatism.
A new generation of seedling
journalists prepares to enter a
new home. But newer doesn't
mean better.
I don't want to go, man. Sometimes the powers that be make
decisions and there ain't nothing
you can do about it.
Barnard is a junior journalism major from Cleveland.

Letters
Don't suspend RAs
I'm really steamed, and I
want to write this letter before I
cool off and forget about how
mad I am.
This is in response to the
April 24 front page article concerning the Apru Fool's joke
played by three Mac East resident advisors, and their consequential suspension from the
University.
I feel that this decision is
analogous to "getting the death
penalty for a parking violation."
I lived in Mac East for a year,
and I know that the RAs do a
good job for the most part.
When I read the part in the
article about how the Student
Arbitration Board (who basically, are just students like
you and me) made the decision
to suspend the RAs, the first
thought that ran through my
mind; (besides, "Gosh, if that
were me I'd commit Hara
Kiri.") was "How could students do this to students?"
Students all know how much
blood, sweat and tears it takes
working toward your diploma.
Also, on<ampus students (and I
know that at least one of those on
SAB is on-campus), are well
aware of how much joking
around goes on in the residence
balls.
One SAB member informed
' me that some residents testif ied. that many people were in a state
of hysteria when this incident
happened. Well, if this was truly
_
EtHor
umw Edrtor

SporlaErJIor
Mat Sport*EdW
Photo El»or
WMEdUr
ChUCopyEOtor

the case (and I have reason to
believe that the testimonies
might have been a little melodramatic), then the residents of
Mac East were lucky that there
was not really an emergency.
Just think, you have 400 "crying,
hysterical girls cramming
stairwells and pushing and shoving each other during a real
tornado or a fire, the result
could be severely tragic.
Also, I feel that this incident
may reflect how our university
trains its resident advisors. The
Brson who I talked to on SAB
ormed me that the three RAs
testified that they were not previously familiar with the student
code. Tell me if I'm expecting
too much, but shouldn't RAs be
tested on the student code in
order to be RAs? After all, their
job is to enforce it, isn't it? This
is why I feel that the incident is
lust as much the fault of the
University.
Again, as for the decision of
suspension, students who stab
their roommates get suspended,
students who try to bomb the
Bursar's office get suspended;
the point is that these three girls
are being put on the same level
as almost common psychopathic
criminals.
Annette Fanara
21* Prout

Read before writing
In response to Angie Souza's
letter on James Vanzant (BG
News April 10), I wish to give
her some advice. Read your
source more thoroughly before
you go on your glory crusade to
criticize. By claiming that
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"Vanzant insists that Reagan is
God," it's obvious that you
didn't read this article or other
articles in the past. If you had,
then you would know that Vanzant's opinion of Reagan is far
from calling him God.

beat the train.
Just what does it take to get
crossing gates put up at these
dangerous intersections? I'm
glad to say they now have warning gates at the Clough Street
crossing, but at what cost? Does
it take an accident to prove that
these are dangerous intersections?
I certainly hope the
city board weighs the costs of
implementing crossing gates
throughout Bowling Green
against the cost of not. If you
had seen the accident, as I had,
you wouia know that the benefits
outweigh the costs by a mile.

In the letter, Ms. Souza says
that Vanzant holds Reagan responsible for all of the decisions
on Capitol Hill. In Vanzant's
article, it is stated that Reagan
signs legislation. Think back to
your government classes Angie.
legislation means that Congress makes them. It is the
President who signs it or vetoes
it. Since he signed the legislation
Randy Hughes
mentioned in the article, he
338 Palmer #26
takes the final blame for the
results of that legislation.
Ms. Souza again tries to Change the world
Clify her argument by saying
t Reagan appoints many
I'd like to respond to Scott
competent advisers to help
guide them in his decisions. Wilson's letter ''So let's start
Since Vanzant never mentions giving." I agree that we do need
Reagan making all of the deci- to start giving. Mr. Wilson
sions himself, it is invalid for her stated, "The question that
comes to mind is this: Why has
to mention this in her letter.
If your letter was meant in no major group on campus
sarcasm, go back to English 112 made an effort to raise money
and get all the practice you can. for the Ethiopian cause?"
I would also like to give you
Two weeks ago at least four
some additional advice for future letter writing Ms. Souza. If campus Christian organizations
Ci continue to write letters that united with World Vision to raise
d people to believe you don't money for Ethiopia. Although
read the articles that you com- only half of the groups have
plain about, take your own ad- reported back, almost 36,500 has
vice and give up your part-time been raised. A contribution of
crusade against Vanzant and 311 will feed a child for a month.
World Vision is a world-wide
leave the writing to someone
Christian relief organization.
else.
Whereas the U.S. Government
EricCeaser support has been tied up in polit141 Bromf ield Hall ical red tape or has been diverted, World Vision uses its own
planes and trucks to deliver the
supplies where they are needed,
Get crossing gates
bypassing a lot of political red
tape.
The problem in Ethiopia is not
Well, it happened again. At
just one person's or a group's
approximately 10:00 p.m. on
responsibility, it's everyone's
Wednesday, April 24th, ANresponsibility. The question that
OTHER car got hit by a train as
should be asked is this: What
it traveled northbound through
are you, Mr. Wilson, as well as
Bowling Green.
you readers (including myself),
The first incident, at least to
doing about the problem in
my knowledge, was when an
Ethiopia? Before the world can
elderly man^ car was struck
change enough to make a differand split in two at the Clough
ence, the change must first
Street crossing. Next, four peocome in the lives of individuals.
ple were killed when the car
they were traveling in was deTo find out more how one can
molished while crossing at Rt.
help, contact: World Vision, Box
280. Now this. Two people inO, Monrovia, CA 91011
jured while crossing the tracks
at Frazee Ave. We may not
KurtBogner
know the circumstances but we
UoConklin
damn sure know the results.
There is now a flashing light
warning system at Frazee. That
Latta won't listen
is to say there are no gates.
Apparently this was not enough.
At least gates signify to the
On Thursday. April 18th,
driver that it is too late to try to
seven BG students arrived In

Washington, D.C. to lobby
against nuclear arms. Prior to
our arrival, several attempts
were made to arrange an appointment with Delbert Latta,
our district representative. All
efforts failed and it was obvious
that Del Latta had no interest in
seeing any of his constituents.
Latta has been in office for 26
years and has consistently voted
tor nuclear arms. Our main emphasis was to make him aware
that people really are concerned
about the issue.
We were able to speak with his
chief aide, Joan Sutherland.
Throughout the questioning, Ms.
Sutherland was on the defense.
Just like the responses of any
other politician, many of our
questions were evaded or not
directly answered.
As the lobbying continued, we
inquired about Latta never coming to speak on campus unless it
was for publicity reasons. Naturally her response was that Delbert is a very busy man, as if no
other person in office is never
busy.
Before leaving, we gave Ms.
Sutherland a poster made by a
BG student against nuclear
arms that had a vast number of
signatures from other students.
Hopefully our being there made
some type of impression and a
new beginning to discontinue
Delbert Latta's ignorance about
his fellow neighbors.
Stephanie Sdttai
202 Prout
Social Justice Committee

A harsh punishment
The three Mac RAs who
gave the false tornado warning
on April 1 were very wrong in
doing so. It was a serious matter
that they should have considered much more before doing
something like it. Granted, as
RAs they must set a good example for everyone else.
But I am sure the girls did
not act with malicious intent to
hurt anyone. It certainly was
bad judgment, but was it really
terrible enough for them to be
kicked out of school and given no
credit for classes this semester?
I urge Standards and Procedures to reconsider the decision,
and to find an alternate punishment besides kicking the girls
out of school. The girls made a
big mistake, but probably didn't
mean to cause such harm. A
college education is much too
important and much too expensive to be stopped by one fncident In which a very
condemnable but human mistake was made.

The punishment seems too
extreme: emotionally, educationally, economically and academically. Remember, a semester
of classes is an accomplishment
that requires immense work,
money and dedication, and it
should not be just thrown out the
window.
I hope the decision is not
upheld. I also hope there is consistency in future disciplinary
situations for any student who
pulls a false fire alarm, for
instance, or vandalizes the residence halls, in which harm is
very clearly intended.
Tracy vonMaluski
101 Prout Hall

Tone it down, Borsi
Well congratulations goes out
to the BG News and Ms. Dianna
Borsi, after four years of apathetically reading countless editorials about Women for Women
and sexism on campus, I finally
decided to write my own comments.
It would appear to me that
after four grueling years of editorial battle, we seem to have
come to a stalemate concerning
just what the heck feminism is
all about. To be quite honest, I
didn't even know what a feminist was until I came here to BG.
Thank you for educating me.
However, the problem seems to
he in the approach that the BG
feminists take in expressing
their views.
After four years of cutting,
bleeding, tear-jerking editorials, a brief analysis should be
viewed. I happen to think that
what the feminists stand for is,
after all, a good cause. I don't
care who gets whatever job, just
as long as they can do it the best.
On the other hand, I have noted
some vocal feminists condemning nearly every male on the
face of the earth! You have a
good cause, but every time you
start lashing out at everybody,
it's little wonder that everybody
is so defensive. Personally, I
cringe whenever I see an article
subtitled by Ms. Borsi. (It's
like, "Oh God, what now?")
I'm no expert on word-wars,
but at least I can recognize
ultra-emotional propaganda
when I see it. Hey, you have got
a good cause, it's worth fighting
for, but for your own benefit,
tone it down a little on the outright attacks. It's the actions of
a few that can give a bad name
to the many.
David SkoruptU
William L. Buckingham
304 N. Summit

►

«

Local
Coke takes Pepsi challenge
New formula
gives Coke
sweeter taste

rant in the world," Johnson said.
Kelly disagreed.
"We (Coke) enjoy a 2:1 sales
advantage in the United States
and a 3:1 sales advantage internationally (excluding the United
SUtes),,rKeUy said This sales
advantage is determined by industry researchers who use reports such as the Neilsen rating
figures.
Pepsi is handling the change
in formula very cautiously.

testing and results that proved
that new Coke is a superior product," Martin Kelly, division
manager for Coca-Cola Bottlers
of Ohio, said.
Coke claims to be number one.
But in actuality, Coke has been
taking a back seat to Pepsi,
Johnson said.
IN THE HOME market,
where the consumer has a
choice between Pepsi and Coke,

by Meg Tierney
staff reporter

All the world was taught to
sing by Coke because Coke was
it. Now, the new generation - led
by Lionel Richie and Geraldine
Ferraro - are saying that Pepsi
is their choice. This new generation is having a tremendous effect on the cola industry and
what is called the "Cola War."
Coca-Cola Co. announced a
change In their formula last
week to make the original Coke
sweeter. "For the last six
months they have been saying
they were better because they
weren't as sweet, and then they
do a 180-degree turn and
sweeten the product," Robert
Johnson, general manager of
RKO Bottlers for Pepsi-Cola
Inc., in Toledo said.
"It is a continuing process to
stay on top and we nave been
conducting ongoing research to
know what the consumer wants.
The change (in Coke's original
formula) is a result of extensive

drinkers may try new Coke to
see if it tastes better than Pepsi,
Johnson said.
The Coca-Cola company's expectations are positive. The national responses were very
positive, and everyone seems to
be anxious to try new Coke,
Kelly said. They believe that the
people who haven't tried it yet
are willing to try it and expect to
like it, he said.
The expectations of both companies doing extremely well did
not stop Pepsi from rejoicing
about the change in the 99-yearold Coke formula.
The president and chief executive officer of Pepsi-Cola Inc.
announced that "victory is
sweet and we have earned a
celebration." All Pepsi employees were given the day on o
April 26 in order to celebrate.

There will be no change in the
formula for Pepsi, and they do
not see this change as a business
Eroblem. In fact they feel that
usiness will be better for both
companies, Johnson said.
WHAT MAY change is loyalty.
Avid Coke drinkers may switch
to Pepsi because they are mad
at Coca-Cola, yet avid Pepsi-

Pepsi has outsold Coke for a
number of years, Johnson said.
Kelly had no comment on
Coke's success in the home market.
"The only reason that Coke is
number one is because they
have the McDonald's account
and that is the leading restau-

Tbe cola war has reached
Bowling Green, too. Out of the
eight merchants talked to, seven
of them said that Pepsi was their
leading seller. This margin went
from just a bit above to a 5:1
ratio. The eighth store said that
right now it is "just about even."
None of the merchants wished to
be identified.

Good luck on finals!
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To be considered for the
award, Braun had to submit a
written report explaining the
nutrition service and the need
that it filled on c-unpus. Also
required In the report was a
sett evaluation of the proSam with suggestions on
w it could be unproved and
a description on bow it could
be Implemented on other
campuses.
'Tve already gotten two
Inquiries from other schoolsone in North Carolina and one
In Ohio," Braun said.

Be a LINK volunteer counselor.

,tS) Kentucky rriea Chicken

I

"(The award) tries to recognize programs that meet
specific needs of students In
innovative.
cost-effective
ways," said Braun, a graduate student majoring in college student personnel. The
award ceremonies were held

THE OCPA, a division of
the American College Personnel Association, Is an organization "prlmarQy set up to
promote professional growth
and development amoi
pie who work in this
Braun said.
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The Innovative program
award is presented annually
to the student affairs staff
member, office or division
which has initiated a new or
unique approach to a college
ei problem or program,
said.
The nutrition service, operated by senior dietetic majors, is set up to answer on an
individual basis student questions concerning vitamins, diets, eating on a budget and
any other nutrition topic,
Braun said.
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The Peer Nutrition Consulting Service was given an
award by the Ohio College
Personnel
Association
(OCPA) Friday for being the
moat Innovative program in
the state. The service is a
program
developed
by
Theresa Pqpp Braun, director of The Wei

at Hiram College In Hiram,
Ohio.
Braun said those considered for the award are "people that work in student
affairs and student development types of positions."
These Include programs In
"student health to residence
life. Greek life, academic advising, financial aid, student
activities, counseling," and
others, she said.

WINTHROP TERRACE
APARTMENTS
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by JkmNlenun
staff reporter

The LINK is a 24 hour a day crisis intervention, information, and referral center.

352-0164

PHONE

Sat 10-12

Innovations win
award for Well

DO YOU WANT TO HELP OTHERS?
YOU CAN!

•Close to campus, banks and fast food
•Dependable maintenance
•ALL heat, water, and trash pick up paid for
Tenant Pays Electric Only
Summer Rates Available
Rental Office located in Amherst Village
SEZacta*
Behind Wendy's
OFFICE HOURS
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Sexuality class can be a surprise
byiDebra Hoschouei
reporter

When a student says he or she
has taken a human sexuality
class offered through health education, the question that probably comes up most is ''What
were the sex films really like?"
According to Mel Brodt, an
associate professor of Health,
Physical Education and Recreation (HPER) and director of
sexuality instruction, students
arc surprised to see what the
course is really about.
"I think when they're coming
into the course, they're expecting some how-to-do and this Kind
of stuff. They hear about the
films, and that's passed on, but
when they get into the course
they see what the syllabuses are
alt about, and they see a little bit
more than they had anticipated," he said.
John Piper, an associate professor of HPER and Molly Laflin, HPER instructor, also teach
the course covering a wide
range of topics such as the history of human sexuality research, loving and being loved,
heterosexual intercourse and
numerous others.
What the course doesn't cover
is morality.
;Tve found over the years
that we try to stay away from
thg morality aspect. We try to
keep it as open as possible with-

out any biases," Brodt, who has
taught the course since the early
1970s, said.
"I THINK the neutrality or the
objectivity of the instructor is
important so that the students
feel comfortable whatever their
value system - that they can
listen to opposite points of view
as well as their own points of
view on controversial sex issues," Piper said.
Total objectivity is difficult,
and toe instructors' personal
biases may show up in their
classes.
"I think any of us are going to
let our biases show on occasion,
but to stand up on a soap-box
and say this is better than that
or this lifestyle is the one everyone ought to follow would be an
injustice, I think, to students
intellectual and emotional character development."
Brodt said the instructors try
to alleviate some of the embarrassment students may feel "desensitizing" sexual issues
through a gradual approach
with the films, beginniung with
animal sexual behavior and ending with human sexual behavior.
Laflin has a "communication
activity" in which she has her
students come up with other
words for certain sexual terms.
She said once they say the words
themselves, ana laugh about
them, they've broken the bar-

riers and are able to "talk with
each other about their feelings."
BRODT HAS his students list
at least two questions they have
about sexuality.
"Sometimes they're hesitant
to ask questions ... as we go
through the semester, those
questions usually get answered," he said.
The instructors agreed that
small group discussions have
many advantages.
Piper has group members
share something with the rest of
the groups, and everyone has a
chance to ask questions, he said.
In small groups, students
usually talk, but in large groups
they tend to just sit.
"I love the controversy because then people learn that not
everyone feels the same way
about things," Laflin said.
Some controversy arises when
films are shown. The instructors
realize that the films may make
people uncomfortable because
of the graphic depiction of sex,
but believe the films are beneficial in teaching the course.
Laflin said she has had more
reaction from the explicitness of
the birth film than from the
explicitness of the others.
"Some say it's beautiful, others don't know if they can take
the pain. I have to work through
that a lot - the fears of childbirth," she said.

University Village
Corner of
Mercer & dough NOW LEASING

OFFICE HOURS
Mon.-Fri. 9:00-5:00
Sat. 10:00-12:00
352-0164

• Close to campus banks and fast food
• Dependable maintenance
• ALL heat, water and trash pick-up paid
Tenant pays electric only
• Summer rates available
RENTAL OFFICE LOCATED IN AMHERST VILLAGE
BEHIND WENDY'S

Learning
about sex

THE INSTRUCTORS agreed
that one of the topics students
are least informed about is homosexuality. Laflin said it's the
"one they know the least about
but are really fearful of asking
questions."
All of the classes discuss birth
control, but Laflin said the assumption that all the students
taking the class are sexually
active is false.

Classroom goals clear
by Dabra HowtuNwr
rapotar
After one session, students
in Eliubeth Allseier's human
sexuality dassknow exactly
what they're in for.
ADgeier, an associate professor of psychology, said one
of her sou in the first lecture
is what researchers call "Informed consent."
"I (aft about really what
the course is going to cover,
and my goal there Is to make
it very dear that it's going to
be wrr expUdt," she said.
In uie first session, Allgeier said, she encourages
students to withdraw "if they
feel that they are going to be
uncomfortable or That these
kinds of explicit discussions
art at variance with their
moral values."
ADgeier said she keeps
moraDty out of her dbcassions except in the issue of
sexual assault, on which she
takes "a strong value
stance," because of the universal agreement that it's

A high percentage of his students are non-virgins, but the
percentage of virgins has increased this year, according to
surveys he has taken in his
classes, Brodt said.
Laflin and Brodt emphasized
that because people are sexually
active doesn't necessarily mean
they're knowledgeable about
their sexuality.
The instructors said they hope
that in teaching these courses
they are educating future parents that sexual matters should
be talked about, not hidden.
Kathy Shaw, senior sociology
major who took the course, said
it is not a "blow-off," as some
students believe it is.
Michele Vaneskey. junior social work major, said the course
allowed students to "get together and discuss a sensitive
topic like sexuality and be open
and honest about it."

"Talking about sex would
relieve a lot of pressure in
society. It helps heing open
and communicating. It's
(sex) something mat, even
today, some people dont
know about, no matter how
much education they have."
be said.
ADgeier said she covers a
wide range of topics in dass,
starting out with the history
of sexual attitudes and behavior, and ending with the
relationship between sex and
love.
HER COURSE Is primarily
lecture, along with a sexual
preference panel consisting
of heterosexuals, homosexuals and bieexuals of both
genders. The dass sees five
movies in the course of the
semester, and she uses a
movie rating system-evaluations filled out by students-to
assess their usefulness for
future classes.
AUgeier shows the birth
film that the University now
owns, and brings in all the
various birth control devices
and passes them around the
class. She said a knowledge of
childbirth and birth control is
important, especially for this
age group, since according to
her surveys, the majority are
sexually active and don't use
contraception when they begin.
Allgeier has specific goals
for the students in her
classes.
"I want them to be able to
evaluate in the future the
conclusions that are made in
the popular press about various studies that are done on
sexuality.
"I want them to be sophisticated consumers of Information - and they are," she
said.

WTOOK*

ADgeier Is the presidentelect of the Society for the
Scientific Study of Sex, and
an associate editor of the
Journal of Sex Research,
which she feels helps her keep
abreast of the extremely active field.
SHE EMPHASIZED that
her class is research
oriented, and is demanding
because the course goes
across the biology, psychology and sociology fields.
^It demands, lot of knowledge from a lot of different
areas because our sexuality
is an interdisciplinary thing.
It involves our biology, and
bow we fed, what we've
learned in our culture," she
said.
Shdiey Travis, a psychology major and past student in
Augder's dan, said she
learned a great deal "Not
SdidlleamthephysioloBaspect, but I learned the
whole psychological realm of

Berries
Restaurant
in Harshman
will be
closed
from May 3June 12
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WE PAY TOP PRICES FOR USED
TEXTS. WE ALSO PAY TOP
WHOLESALE PRICES FOR CURRENT EDITIONS OF BOOKS NO
LONGER BEING USED ON CAMPUS. THE SIMPLE LAW OF SUPPLY & DEMAND INDICATES THAT
SPRING IS THE BEST TIME TO
SELL YOUR USED TEXTS. PLEASE
DO NOT WAIT UNTIL THE FALL;
THE DEMAND FALLS THROUGHOUT THE SUMMER.
The staff at SBX would like to thank the faculty &
students of B.G.S.U. for your continued patronage
and hope your summer is enjoyable.
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-—CLEVELAND AREA STUDENTS
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
AVAILABLE

1. bartenders
2. waiters/waitresses
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TANGLEWOOD COUNTRY CLUB
Chagrin Falls, Ohio
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sexuality," she said.
Blake Gilley, a Junior accounting major enrolled In
the class this semester, said
it's a shame the class Isn't
required for students.

Hours:
Sun.-Thur. 4-2
Fri. & Sat. 4-3
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Plus one cote
FAST-FREE DELIVERY
352-1539
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Droughts uncommon
Policies explained Water
management protects underground reserves
Prof gives
advice on
insurance

According to an Insurance
professor, two general types of
insurance are available. They
are term life insurance and
whole life insurance. The professor did not wish to be identified
because he doesn't want an increase in the number of calls
requesting information about
personal policies.
The term' insurance is a temporary policy coverinc the policy bolder for periods of one, five
and 10 years. Costs are lower in
the short run for this insurance
compared to whole life insurance because it is temporary.
THE PROBLEM with term
insurance is that it is temporary. An example would be u a
holder of this policy type had a
non-fatal heart attack during the
year of coverage. This would
render the policy holder uninsurable and unable to renew the
policy, he said.
type of policy is cost
prohibitive at older ages as
rates increase with age.
Whole life insurance has a
guaranteed premium rate. This
means that, although the rates
Increase with age, a person's

by SUcey Longacre
reporter

Life insurance, one of the
many concerns faced by graduating seniors, isn't always understood.
Life insurance policy premiums are based on mortality tables. The tables are based on the
determined number of deaths
rl ,000 people for every age up
100. For instance, an estimated 1.99 out of every 1,000 27year-olds will die in one year.
As a person gets older the risk
of death increases, so the premium rates go up. All life insurance is sold fri $1,000 increments
called face value.
Premium rates based on mortality tables are lower because
they don't include the insurance
company's overhead or profit
margin.

rates do not increase if a heart
attack or other health problem
occurs, and it does not make
them uninsurable.
Tbe professor said insurance
agents do not press college students.
He suggested that students
"avoid signing anything to do
with promisory notes," which is
different from the insurance policy itself. He said "you are contractually obligated to pay tbe
promisory premium and usually
make up for promised cheaper
rates at first, later on."
"By signing one you are opening yourself up to some problems," he added.
The professor said "choosing
the best policy should be based
on your needs," such as temporary needs versus permanent
needs.
Temporary needs favoring a
one-year term policy would include burial, the need to pay for
burial expenses and for a surviving spouse to live on.
Permanent needs, favoring a
whole-life insurance policy,
would include dependent children and a home mortgage.

by Chri. Smith
reporter

Water to a resource commonly thought to be inexbraslble. But even though
the earth's surface to sevententbs water, leas than 1 percent of tt to readily usable.
Because surface and underground sources continue
to be polluted and overdrawn,
a world water crisis has resulted
Despite polluted waters,
Onto has been comparatively
tree of any water shortages.
Most Ohioans have never experienced^^ a problem and
Karl Schorr, professor of biology, hopes mey never win.
"As long as Ohio does not
waste its water or contaminate It, we will make it Just
flue," Schorr said.

Schorr said that this does
not mean Onto to without
problems to address.
"Our most serious threat to
the chanrtftittatloo of streams
so water will run off too
quickly to be able to recharge
the aquifers (underground
waterHnOhlo."
A second threat to the low
water during summer and the
consequent loss of dilution of
toxic
and
carcinogenic
A RECENT article in The
Wall Street Journal noted
that Ohio and its neighboring
states are blessed with close
proximity to the Great Lakes.
Acting as a gigantic reservoir, the Great Lakes contain
95 percent of tbe country's
fresh surface water.
The Wall Street Journal
also noted that states from
the Southwest and west are

1-2-3 Bedrooms
Beat the high cost of utilities. Let us pay your
heat, gas cooking, water and trash pick up.
OFFICE LOCATED
1097 Varsity East

353-7715

BIRTHDAY
SALE
Save to 30%

HQURS:

Monday-Friday 9-1,2-5
Saturday 1012

* Children & pets welcome

[This coupon good "or EXTRA ~0<5]
JOFF our already reduced prices. CouJpon good on Fri. 5/3 and Sat. 5/4 from
10:00-5:00 only
-one coupon per customer-
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THE FOLLOWING FACILITIES WILL CLOSE ON FRIDAY. MAY 3 :

101 N. Main St. Downtown,
Bowling Green

ferries
ffi

But transporting water to
too costly. because of this,
Schurr said he believes those
people in the southern and
western states will eventually
be forced to "move back to
where tbe water to - the
North."
The water srwtagr to serious, and the solutions are
not readily at hand.
OeaalliiiniMdi imivfjlliui
salt water into fresh water-to
not the answer. "It's impractical and too expensive,''
Schurr said.

PRsicrers-GIadieux

fVARSITY SQUARE APTS. 1
* Private entrance
* Single stary
Laundry facilities
* Quiet living

eyeing the Lakes as an additional water »oarce. One plan
to to pipe water from Cake
Superior to the Missouri basin.
These plans are presumably based on the logic that
water from such a huge
source couldn't possibly be
missed by tbe surrounding
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JOHN NEWLOVE
Apartments Available for Summer & Fall
521 E. Merry (near the Towers)
L
2 BR • Furnished
0
715 Third St.
W
1 BR • Furnished (Summer only)
S
U
840 Sixth St. at S. College (Rockledge)
M
2 BR • Furnished
R MF
850 Sixth St. at S. College (Rockledge)
2 BR ■ Furnished
R
T
831 Seventh St.
E
2 BR - Furnished
S
Forest Apts. - S. College and Napoleon Rd.
2 BR • Furnished or Unfurnished
449 S. Enterprise
1 BR - Stove and Refrig. furnished
455 S. Enterprise
1 BR - Stove and Refrig. furnished
John Newlove Real Estate
For More Details, Call
354-2260 or 352-3841 (12-4pm)

or 352-6553
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Minority enrollment
declines
since
1978
Higher cost,
aid cutbacks
major causes
by Caroline Langer
staff reporter

The proportion of black and
Hispanic high school graduates who go on to higher
education has declined during
the last decade.
According to Jack Taylor,
acting director of Educational Development, as of fall
1904 there were 499 black and
79 Hispanic students out of
the 16,000 total enrollment at
the University.
This is a sharp drop from
1978, when there were an estimated 1,000 black and 100
Hispanic students at the University, he said. He added
that this reflected the national decline in minority enrollment.
Taylor said the cost of
higher education along with

cutbacks in financial aid
caused the decline of minority enrollment.

The Reagan administration
has a conservative attitude
concerning affirmative action protects and tends to
"back off," which contributes
to the declining funds, Taylor
said.

sity is back to where it was in
the early 1960s before the civil
rights movement.
Increasing the number of
minority students at the University is one goal of the
University Role and Mission
Statement, Mary Edmonds,
vice president for Student Affairs, said.

Approximately 75 percent
of the minority students currently enrolled at the University are of a lower income
bracket and are the first in
their family to go on to higher
education, he said.

This will be done by informing the minorities about educational opportunities and
financial aid! The University
plans to make support services available to them once
they arrive, Taylor said.

IN 1978, about 32 percent of
minorities - especially
blacks, went on to some form
of higher education - the
same as Caucasians, Taylor
said. He noted that as the
financial resources for minorities decreased since 1978,
so did enrollment. Now, in
terms of figures, the Univer-

"The University is being
very sensitive to the needs of
minorities as it tries to create
a diverse multi-cultural community," he said.
"The quality of academic
Brograms at BGSU must be
le main push of the recruiting process," Taylor said.

Smoking restricted

New policy adopted
by Pattl Skinner
reporter

"Smoking is harmful to both
lungs and equipment," Huffman

While the battle between
smokers and non-smokers rages
on, all public areas - including
hallways in West Hall have been
declared non-smoking zones.
In West Hall, which now
houses the School of Journalism,
smoking is allowed only in private areas such as offices.

Every floor of West Hall has
laboratories with equipment
that could eventually be harmed
by cigarette smoke, such as
typewriters and computer terminals.

The decision to restrict smoking was the consensus of the
journalism and radio-TV-film
faculty.
"Our aim in general is to
make the building a non-smoking building, but we realize
there will be smoking in private
offices," John Huffman, director of the School of Journalism,
said.

The television stations are located on the first floor and, in
the photo-journalism labs in the
basement, flammable chemicals are used.
"Common sense dictates that
there can be no smoking in these
areas," Huffman said.
THE NO smoking policy was
also an effort to protect the
mural depicting the history of
mass communications on the
first floor of West Hall.

University policy presently allows smoking in the hallways,
restrooms and offices of academic buildings.
According to Dan Pan-art,
manager of Environmental
services, the University Safety
Committee is preparing to review the University's guidelines
on where smoking is allowed.
Parratt said the committee
will look into the health effects
of smoking and the legal rights
of smokers and non-smokers.
Wayne Colvin, head of the
University Safety Committee,
said that faculty, administration
and student representatives are
being organized to review the
present smoking policies.
Colvin said the committee will
work over the summer to decide
if the policy is still valid or needs
to be updated.

Senate recesses until fall
The last meeting of the h acuity Senate will be May 7. After
that, any Senate concerns will
be put on the back burner until
next fall, according to Don Boren, who will take over the
chairmanship of the Senate at
the end of this semester.

from the faculty at large and are
doing research travelling, or
studying abroad (over the summer)," Neal said. "Therefore.it
is not feasible for the Senate to
meet in the summer. It will only
meet if some type of emergency
or crisis situation develops."

"I don't anticipate any (Senate) action this summer," Boren
said.

Boren said he is not expecting
a crisis situation this summer.

Art Neal, the present chairman of the Faculty Senate, said
the Senate does not meet over
the summer for good reason.
"The senators are elected

While the Senate is not scheduled to meet as a whole, Boren
said the Senate Executive Committee (SEC) will be doing some
work over the summer.
"The SEC will meet to set up

goals for the next academic
year," Boren said. He added
that he will also be involved in
planning this summer so that
the Senate will be ready to start
in September.
Boren said one of his most
important goals for the summer
is to work on the selection process for members of the Faculty
Personnel and Conciliation
Committee.
"It is going to be a lottery
system (for selection of members)," Boren said. "I would
like to get the mechanism set up
for KPCC."

PHI PS1 PHI PSI PHI PS1 PHI PSI PHI PS1 PHI PSI PHI PS1 PHI PS1 PHI PSI PHI PSI PHJj|

THE UNDER GRADS OF
PHI KAPPA PSI

8

are excited beyond all human
belief to announce their
graduating seniors:

I

Chris "Slipper" Gulliford
Matthew "Dog" Rock
Brian "Boo Foo" Fischer
Scott "T" Tiilett
Matthew "Dew Dad" Dewey
Rich "Skiddsy" Weiland
Jim "J.D." Dartt
Larry "Buck" Bender
Congratulations and Good Luck

i
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CAMPUS MANOR APTS.
2 Bdrm, Wi bath, furnished
CLOSE TO EVERYTHING
Rental rates include cable TV and heat/air
conditioning

SUMMER RATES
Include air cond. and cable TV
1 person $150.00 a month
2-4 persons $210.00 a month

FALL RATES
SPECIAL SAVINGS FOR THE NEXT
TEN DAYS. CALL OR STOP IN TODAY.
505 Clough St.
Hours 10-4 pm or by appointment
Call 352-9302
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GSS presents awards
Four graduates win for research at University

The BG News Staff
Wishes Everyone

by Nancy Bostwtck
staff reporter

The winners of the Shanklin
Award for original graduate
research were chosen at the
final award competition held
last week, according to Kory
Tilgner, president of Graduate Student Senate.
This Is the first year that
the University has offered
awards for research that has
taken place in part or in
whole at the University.
There were six finalists competing, who were chosen from
37 candidates who entered the
competition, he said.
Two contestants in three
areas of study each competed
by giving a presentation of
their abstracts that were sub-

^ A Safe And Happy Summer!
A special message from Alex Haley
for minorities about careers in journalism

THE FIRST place winners
include: Ann Lara bee, Arts
and Humanities; Mike Bran-

nick, Social and Behavioral
Sciences; Kenneth York, Social and Behavioral Sciences;
and Laknath Goonetilleke,
Sciences and Mathematics,
Tilgner said.
Second place winners include Daniel Ward, Arts and
Humanities and Mary Ellen
Newport, Sciences and Mathematics, he said.
GSS will hold the competition again next fall with the
hope that they will be able to
increase the amount of the
prize money, he said.
"I think it's (the award)
now in a place that it will
continue to grow year after
year," he said.

USG members to plan for fall

My career as a journalist began in my spare time with lots
of desire and no formal training. Minority news professionals
were scarce then and getting into the news business was
tough.

by Nancy Bostwkrk
staff reporter

Things have changed some, but not enough. There are still
far too few members of racial minorities pursuing news
careers or being given a chance to do so.

Although the USG general assembly will not meet during the
summer, USG members will
still be active in student issues,
according to Mike McGreevey,
USG president.

If you have talent as a writer, cartoonist, graphic artist or
photographer and you're interested in a career in the news
business call this number toll free: 1 (800) 331-1750. Ask for
Operator 128. In Nebraska call 1 (800) 343-4300 You'll get free
information from the Society of Professional Journalists.
Remember, journalism needs minorities, and minorities need
journalism.
Alex Hilay
Journalist and Author

mitted, he said.
Following the two hour
competition, the nine-member panel of Judges took approximately 20 minutes to
make their decisions, he said.
The first place winners
each received $750 and second place winners received
$250, he said. There was a tie
in the Social and Behavioral
Sciences category competition. This was because the
judges considered both presentations were equal, he
said. As a result of the tie, the
prize money was divided between both contestants, each
receiving $500, he said.

"Ill be attending Board of
Trustee meetings and I'll be
working with them to see student input is represented," McGreevey said.
Working with administration
over the summer will also give

1 (800) 331-1750.

him the opportunity to establish
contacts with administrators,
McGreevey said.
McGreevey will be at the University taking classes this summer and doing an internship
with the pre-registration program, be said.
Brad Krider, USG vice-president, will be living at home and
working this summer but will
come to campus periodically
throughout the summer, he said.
Several cabinet members will
also be staying this summer and
working with McGreevey, he
said. McGreevey will keep office

hours and meet with those who
will be staying, he said.
By staying here this summer,
McGreevey believes that there
will be a smoother transition
into taking office and working
with the general assembly next
fall. Those members who are
here this summer will work to
develop goals and objectives for
next year, McGreevey said.
USG members will be working
with the pre-registration ana
orientation programs to encourage freshmen involvement In
USG, he said.

Jail

t

(Continued from page 1)
contents" of his letters as they
hand them to him.
Gutter said the guards are not
supposed to read prisoners'
mail, although "it's possible.
Probably there are things that
happen In there that I don't
know about"
WOOD COUNTY has tentative
plans to build a regional jail with
Hancock, Putnam, Henry and
Seneca counties, Ginter said.
The present jail then would be
used as a five-day holding facility, according to Linda Amos,
assistant clerk of the Board of
Wood County Commissioners
and a member of the five-county
jail committee.
Representatives from the
counties will be meeting May 8
to discuss the hiring of an architect, Amos said.

WIPE
CABLES
A SPECIAL PROGRAM FOR NEW GRADUATES
CAM HELP YOU INTO A NEW CHRYSLER OR PLYMOUTH.
With graduation here, you're probably ready for a for a fraction of the purchase cost, with affordnew car. Chrysler Corporation understands the ably low monthly payments. You have six months
graduate's problems establishing a credit history from the receipt of your degree to take advantage
and getting together enough cash to finance a of this exclusive program,
new car purchase. Now you can afford a new car,
Mail the coupon below and get fulldetails
of this special Gold Key
thanks to Chrysler's special
program for you, v«
Gold Key program for colFIND
the new college
F7CJ
lege graduates.
OUT
graduate. Act now. ■
You can drive a new
MORE.
Plymouth
1985 Chrysler or Plymouth
SEND MY MATERIALS TO THE ADDRESS BELOW.

Name
Address
City

Suit

Zip

College or University
Graduation D«te
Mill lo ChryiW Plymouth Cokft GmJuitt Ptotnni
2751 E. Jefiffion Awmor
Union. Ml 18207

The regional jail proposal is
part of the reason there have
been no recent attempts to remodel the Wood County Jail,
Ginter explained. For example,
there is a room under the jail
that was built to be an exercise
room for Inmates, but a tunnel
never was built to connect it to
the jail and no roof was put on
the room.
Construction of the room was
begun about eight years ago,
Amos said.
It was never finished because
the commissioners "ran out of
money. "Inflation hit and things
just didn't go the way we
thought," she said.

r Dateline
Friday, May 3
College of Education - Breakfast for graduating seniors,
Cd students and their f ami, faculty and staff. May 11,
8-9:30 a.m., Education Building.
Change of Address Informatiea - Moving soon? Don't
leave your grades behind.
Change of address cards are
available for off-campus students from your post office or
letter carrier.
American Culture Lecture Jackie Donath a doctoral
candidate in the American
Culture Program, will present "The All-American
Chair: Furniture Design and
the Post-War Sense of the
Future" from 4-6:30 p.m.
Free and open to all. Capital
Room, Union.
Electronic Mask Concert The concert will feature the
works of students from the
University of Toledo, Heldelburg College, and BGSU.
Free and open to all. Bryan
Recital Han, Moore Musical
Arts Center, 8 pJO.
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Co-presidents
named
;
Plans underway for student association chapter
by Phillip B. Wilson
staff reporter

Plans are underway for a University chapter of the Ohio Student Association (OSA). The
OSA is an organization that
works toward bettering education in the state of Ohio. It is
composed of small public and
private student associations.
The plans came about prior to
the changing of OSA presidents
last week, according to Kelly
McCoy, OSA executive secretary and University coordinator.
In the presidential elections
held at the General Assembly
meeting in Columbus, President
Todd Baker and candidate Stephanie Peters campaigned
through five ballots with neither
claiming a decisive victory. Be-

cause of the tie, both were
named co-presidents for next
year.
"Todd is strong in legislative
affairs and Stephanie is strong
in organizational communication so they both compensate for
each others' weakness," McCoy
said. He added,"With the two
working together, OSA should be
more effective next year."
McCOY'S REINSTATEMENT as executive secretary
brings future plans to develop an
OSA chapter at the University
next year. According to next
year's Undergraduate Student
Government President Mike
McGreevey, the project will be
looked into.
"I think it's important that BG

is represented on the state
level," McGreevey said.
"That's why we are looking into
the possibility of an OSA chapter, to ensure we have the
proper representation."
McCoy said elections would be
held next fall for a five-man
council, featuring four undergraduate representatives, one
graduate student representative
and an undergraduate designated seat, held by the president
of the student body or leader of
the delegation.
She said the University council would help in the OSA's present objectives: to build up
resistance against President
Reagan's proposed financial aid
cuts, to improve voter registration and to achieve electoral
participation in OSA.

Ad runs in national contest
by Wendy Davy
reporter

It's been a year full of hard
work, but for about 20 members
of the Advertising Club, it's beginning to pay oft.
According to Charlene Bruno,
president, the group of students
Has been working on an advertising campaign for Burger King
for the National Student Advertising Competition. The club recently entered and won a district
competition at the American
Advertising Federation District
Regional Conference. This enables them to compete against
14 schools in the June 8 nationals
in Washington, D.C.

Working hard

THE PLAN BOOK, which includes both primary and secondary research, "shows all the
rationale behind what we do (for
the advertising campaign),"
Bruno said.
For example, the group found
through primary research that
people do not like comparative

ads. "So we decided instead to
show in our campaign that their
(Burger King's) nigh-quality
food is a part of a fun lifestyle,
Bruno said. She noted that the
slogan the students chose for the
new campaign is "Live it your
way."
Bruno, campaign coordinator,
a great deal of time was put Into
completing the extensive project.
Although the project is timeconsuming and can create a lot
of pressure, it is beneficial in the
long run, she said.
"Advertising is a very competitive field, she said. "If you
can't get an internship, this is a
good experience."

BG News/Joe Ph«lan

Student Recreation Center
BREAK HOURS

In a study carrel on the seventh floor of Jerome Library. Laura Sheldon, senior dietetics major, ignores
the breathtaking view of the east side of campus and prepares a speech for her nutrition class.

■HHII

have
a
nice
weekkend

The project consists of a 506age plan book, a 12-page creave supplement and a 20-minute
oral presentation with audio and
visual aids, Bruno said. The
creative supplement includes
storyboards, billboard illustrations and promotion ideas. The
oral presentation is a summary
and explanation of the project.

effective May 4-June 9
CENTER
Noon-9 pm
COOPER POOL
Noon-2 pm, 5-8 pm
ANDREWS POOL
1-8 pm
LIFT
$3 ANYTIME
FAMILY Age 7-17
Noon-9 pm
Under 7
(Andrews Pool Only)
Memberships
Valid
Cost
on sale May 6
May 6-Aug 27
$42
$21 for spouse

THE ASSOCIATED
GENERAL CONTRACTORS
STUDENT CHAPTER WOULD LIKE TO
THANK THEIR 1984-85 OFFICERS:
PRESIDENT:
BRUCE SAMPSEL
VICE PRESIDENT: SCOTT SHERMAN
SECRETARY:
DAVE FISCHBACK
TRESAURER:
RANDY SHELLY
ACTIVITIES CHAIR: JEFF SCHALLER

Memberships for May 6-June 14 (noon-7 pm) available in main office.

$

$

NEED CASH ?
MAKE A -DASHTO THE
Winter/Spring. Summer Arrivals at
Oliver Pray Anliqaa
Smn.. MM. 5 \\-7
8 N. Third Si.
WairrviUe, OH
WITH THIS AD
10% OFF

STUDENT SERVICES BLDG.

tgaign «£■$» «&*$» ufta&u

i. To All Leaving!
I B.G. After This*
I SemesterWE WISH YOU I
f THE BEST OF f
LUCK!
|

|p£Uo* i
Ph. 352-5166
203 North IDoln |

ert/m^n ug*a*<ju ctfc^ra

V$**9L.

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

V*

*

Mon.-Fri. 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Saturday 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
MAY 1 st THRU MAY 10th

NOW BUYING USED BOOKS

I.D.'S REQUIRED
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New
drug
treats
acne
Side effects common with Accutane use
by MarccUa Grande
staff reporter

BG News/ Joe Pheian

Minimum wage rockers

The Bus Boys entertained about 300 people in the Lenhart Grand ballroom last night. Piano player Bryan
O'Neal (top) and the rest of The Boys got the crowd up and dancing in the aisles.

Looking In the mirror at the
age of 20 can be a fate worse
than falling down a bottomless
crater for those who can't rid
themselves of the craters all
over their faces. Many acne
patients well beyond the puberty
stage have tried prescribed
treatments and wonder cures.
But perpetual pimples persist.
In May 1982, the Food and
Drug Administration approved
a new drug called Accutane and
released it on the prescription
market. According to the Medical Letter on Drugs and Therapeautics Accutane "may be the
most effective treatment ever
offered for acne. It can clear
severe lesions and lead to prolonged remissions that often
persist for years after treatment
Estopped.*'
The New England Journal of
Medicine reported that in 1979,
experimentation of the drug on
14 acne patients resulted in the
complete clearing of 13 of the
patients and an 89 percent reduction of the acne condition in
the 14th patient, according to
Dr. Jules Schwartz, a pharmacist at St. Vincent's Hospital
"Accutane suppresses activity within the sebaceous glands
that contribute to formation of
acne legions. Improvement Is
noticed m one to two months,
and in three to four months, a
dramatic clearing should be evident," Schwartz said.
However, the drug also has

the potential to cause serious
side effects. Schwartz said that
when taking Accutane, It is "almost inevitable to experience
side effects such as the drying of
the lips, eyes and nose and lots
of chapping.
But the manufacturer of Accutane, Hoffman-LaRoche Inc.,
stresses that this wonder drug
can cause "significant adverse
effects" such as impaired vision
and intestinal inflammation.
Schwartz adds that Accutane
also can lead to easy bruising
and liver disease. Moreover,
both Hoffman-LaRoche and
Schwartz warn that under no
circumstances should pregnant
women or women who are trying
to become pregnant take Accutane because if has been linked
to severe birth defects.
At the University, students
who take Accutane have reported effects no more severe
than extremely dry skin, dry
nasal passages and especially
dry lips, according to Cindy Puffer, the pharmacist at the
Health Center. Puffer added
that the drug is working on the
students that she knows who are
taking Accutane.
Since its three years on the
prescription market, seven
cases of severe birth defects and
eight spontaneous abortions
were linked to women who were
taking Accutane, savs an April
1984 article in Health magazine.
Women who are of childbearing
age, sexually active and planning to take Accutane are advised to take a pregnancy test '

before the drug is prescribed.
Hoffman-LaRoche urges
women to take contraceptives
one month prior to using the
drug and one month after discontinuing its use. As a method
of standard procedure, patients
should let their doctors know
what other medications they are
taking.
For example, many patients
with pimple problems are first
put on an antibiotic such as
tetracycline, which, when mixed
with Accutane, may Interact.
Since Accutane is a derivative of
Vitamin A, patients should not
overdo this nutrient by taking
other forms of the vitamin.
Accutane remains a remedy
to those with severe cases of
cystic acne. Many people with
milder cases of acne pressure
their doctors to prescribe Accutane, but the drug Is only suggested for those who have shown
resistance to other treatments,
Schwartz said.
"This is a last-resort drug.
There are patients who are 30
and still have severe cases of
acne. These are the kinds of
patients who take Accutane,"
Schwartz said.
Dr. Sidney Wolf, M.D., of the
public interest research group
said that while Accutane is holding up its "wonder drug" reputation, it only works for the
appropriate patients.
If patients do take Accutane,
they are urged to notify their
doctors if they experience beadaches, blurred vision, excessive
chapping and other effects.

Begins: Sunday May 5-6 pm
Ends: Thursday May 9-10 pm

OPEN 24 HRS./DAY
Sponsored by Commuter Off Campus
Organization
Where: Off-Campus Student Center
Moseley Hall
FREE TO ALL

Coffee Available
Study Atmosphere Maintained
BG News/Joe Pheian

Remember when we danced on chairs,
Till none were left around.
Remember Dino's on Sunday nights,
And tearing up the town.
Remember the poker games,
And all the money that was won.
Remember bowling on Saturday,
We'd have so much fun.
Remember canoeing, nobody was safe;
We all ended up getting wet.
Remember our ladies, so beautiful and sweet,
We thought that we were set.
Remember Spring Break, our new shades,
We were all number one.
Remember the drive,
We were headed for fun in the sun.
Remember the flash, then the crash,
And all of the pain.
Remember the final breaths,
People calling our names.
Remember how it was... yl£V£fc
J. Schora
HAVE A SAFE AND FUN SUMMER

Sponsored fay the "Never Again" Committee responsible decisions abxwt drinking and driviiig.

JJ

Sports
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A look back on four memorable years of BG sports
Four years ago, I entered the
BG News office, a little nervous
and oblivious as to what I was
Cig myself into, and asked
sports editor Chris Sherk to
be a member of his staff.
Now, four years later, after
countless clips, memories of
some great Falcon games,
anxiety-ridden late nights
pasting up pages on deadline
and the ensuing pitcher (or two,
or...) of Old Mflwaukee at
Mark's or Howard's, I have to
say that long walk to the "sports
corner" in fall, 1981 was the best
move I've ever made.
Pinpointing my fondest
memory would be impossible. I
will never forget huddling
around a TV and watching BG's
hockey team bring a national
championship home from Lake

Placid, N.Y. I am not a
connoisseur of hockey, but I can
honestly say that the tourovertime win was one of the
greatest spectacles I've
witnessed.
A van filled with four sports
writers and a photographer for a

by Mate Dalph
•fcports fiiiint

weekend trip to Chapel Hill,
N.C., to watch the football team
hold its own against a powerful!
Tarheel squarf on Thanksgiving
Day. It made my day when a
NCU student asked me where

BG was located, and later
mumbled "these guys are better
than I thought."
JOHN WEINERT one-liners
and his unpredictably loud
Same-day suits. Because of a
'einert superstition in which he
wears the same suit until he
loses, we were cursed with a
bright yellow sport coat for what
seemed to be an endless number
of games during the MAC
championship season of 1982-83.
(I still see spots when I close my
eyes because of that Jacket.)
That championship season
was also a memorable one.
Three of the greatest players in
BG basketball history on the
same team: David Greer, Colin
Irish and David Jenkins.
Staying up all night with Irish
celebrating the end of his great

career.
Cross country coaches Sid
Sink and Mel Brodt are both
The championship season in
football and the heartbreaking
walking history. Sink was a
loss to Fresno State in the
great runner in his
California Bowl.
undergraduate days and Brodt
Being able to say that I was on could tell great stories about his
the same side as college
20-plus years of coaching at BG
football's number one passer
(my personal favorite was about
when Brian McClure overtakes
Olympic gold medalist Dave
Doug Flutie's yardage mark this
fall. And yes, I am confident he
Weinert and Denny Stolz are
will do it.
also two great coaches. Weinert
The fond memories of some of can also chew your ear off if
the people I have met and
given the opportunity.
worked with will also be lasting.
I have also worked under
MY FIRST assignment was
some great people. Sherk, who is
covering the golf team under
now assistant sports
coach John Piper, who was in
' information director at BG, was
his final year as coach. And
my first boss. You iust don't
somewhere, I'm pretty sure, I
forget something like that.
have a thank you note from him
His successor, Joe Menzer,
after I wrote a story about his
was my idle; a terrible dresser,
years at the helm of BG golf.
massive beer drinker, an avid

ATTENTION HAYBALERt OF OTH IT
Good hick on enome you'll need H-we know
you Bakers are a* rauedo A no mind. The
Pastel Princesses wry "ia, How An Yon".
Wa win miss your dig pain fudge 8 feeble
attempts at wtvamaana) the otty slickers.
Cindy, conorals on year planing to Shahab•orry Beth.
LUV (BOAT) YOU-CUJE 8 FAMO.

BGSU TRIVIA WANTED
We need your questions tor trMa game to be
pubeshad Fal 86 Sand Q > A to BGSU TrMaMarketing Depl (campus mall or 14 Dartyn Or .
B.O., OH 43402

Cincinnati Reds fan and he had
much more writing talent than
he carried respect for his
editors. People who didn't care
for him were considered "a
joke," but that was Just "One
Menz Opinion."
My predecessor, Tom Hisek,
was Just the opposite as Menzer;
not a hair out of place and no one
ever saw his shirt tail. But, he
too, was a great writer and could
drink with the best of them.
Menzer and Hisek are still
together, cranking out the sports
copy at the Lake County NewsHerald in Cleveland.
So, as the space given to me
comes to a close, so does my
four years at the News. They
will probably be the best four
years in hopefully a long career
in sports writing.

Classifieds
May 3. 1S86

TYPUM SERVICES
15 yra. expsrance term papers letters.
resumes 1-886-2240 Reaaorablo rates

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS
Coiege ol Education Breakfast lor graduating
seniors, grad students and Oak IsmHss. faculty
and stall May 11. 8-9:30 am. Education Bug
Kale Clinton. lemlnlsuhumorlsl, will be
pertormlna, on Sal.. May 4 In Joe E Brown
Theatre. Univ. Hall. Tlck.ii are J3-5 and are
enHabte at the door. Child care la available.
Sponsored by Woman lor Women. For more
Me can 173-2211

LOST It FOUND
Found Camera at Beta 500 on Saturday To
recover can Thereaa 2-5728

RIDES
Graduate Intern needa ride to downtown
Toledo every Friday *-S. will help with gas I.
Can M2-1S20 Ejrt 217. law rasoeeoe.

SERVICES OFFERED
TUCKER TYPING
Prokmronat egupmant lor your needs
Nancy 352 0809

Cal

TEST PREPARATION
STANLEY KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER
5383701 Toledo. OH
SAT • LSAT • ORE
ACT • OMAT • MCAT
•C P A REVIEW
•STATE NURStNO BOAROS-NCLEXChad care dona In my home. References
avelabte Cal 3628080 or 382-8100

Pragnancy Probam?
Fraa teals a halp
HssrfOssI ol Toledo
1241-9131

PERSONALS
Ajmee Folder & Sale Schroeder-Now that you
are bom graduating, lime haa run out for me to
be the ma t big I had hope to be ( you
deserved I may not have shown you Know I fell
often enough, but you are both fantastic people' Please lorgive me. a beat ol luck Leva
Ivory much) Jenny
Ma*,
TMa semeeter • sknosl over but our good times
w« srways remain Thanks for being such s
great roomy, but even more for being such a
great friend 11 misa you next year.
Low your roomy. Amy
Alpha Phi Seniors, good ruck with everything
are wBI raise you at Initiation. Luv, the
Am,
Was. your Ural year at BG is about over
Thanks for always being there! You're the best
aajtar anyone could ever ask tori Good Luck on
finals Looking forward to next year'
Loveahvaya. Mike
Arme,
Warn gong to dinner-linaty we cani To dacues your future. > this "Wall Man My "big" is
graduating, could It be true? ConurstukMions
Anna, but n miss you' Kappa Love 8 Mine.
"LTQae)
Anranlan Prtneese. you've been a great
friend. Good luck wtth finale and have lun
with your soccer players this summer. Luv

y»T

Custom sevmg. (storing and atteratlona Cal
352-8050 or 352-8100

ARNOLD PALMER
JUST WANTED TO SAY I LOVE YOU
BRIANS SECRET GIRLFRIEND

Abortion, pregnancy tests
student rates
CENTER FOR CHOtCE
downtown Toledo
419-255-7789

Attention Baby/groundhog. N Carol Ruby,
Dlpinlo-baan, the European traveler. Angle.
ROTC kxkette. Kat. Ittle-whlt^girl-wltTi-lheback ... and BtonrJe. Thanks tor a "kick ass
9 months In the ant colony! Phrase of the weak:
Cm gonna trass you!
GDI love and mine, Beth EWna
PS Couldn't forget Pussycat -I love ya. Oreo'

ATTENTION HAPPY CAMPERS'"
Formafc aeml-lormals, data parties, pourch
parties, kabobs. run away pond baas, serenades, elevator shots, hairless Dutlato. By
petals and of course al the the Dee Zee*.
Thanks lor a marvelous year, keep in touch,
Love the other HAPPY CAMPERS and Pourch
Partiers

Barney. This Is your formal invitation Won't you
please come and have a beer with ue?

Ate a Amy
HAHB COCAN
Congrstuletione! Youl be ■ welcome addition
lo the News staff
DAN RATHER-CBS NEWS
DAR-You've been a wonderful Me. s wonderful stand, a II never forget ya! Stay cool. 1
don't lose touch ever! "Uke mother like doughtor'" I love you lo death M! Your Mama
Ban, Teresa. Larry, Ouiiin. Delphi Dab and
Sue- Thanks lor your hard work this semester
You wi be missed Congratulallons and best ol
kick And hay. lei s be careful out there'
Patty and the News stall

BN3 OANEEN TYRANSKY
You lava bean the BEST big! The mass
between us wfl be many next year, but our
thoughts wf be near, and It wa go quickly
Love, LILcri
Big Paula, A padrJa hunt la so tun:
who wants to have (uat one?1

Big Paula. One night ol lotowing string la lust
not the asms thing, as a couple or more clues
lor youl L 8 L LT JorJ
BkjTerrt.
Thanks so much tor a great year! I'm going to
men you!
Love. UUsa
BOBBY C-NICE. KEV-KEV. RAM80 < SIM. TO
THE TAROS THAT REMAN: WE'LL BE CARRYING ON THE "TARO TRADITION" FOR
ANOTHER SEMESTER GET READY FOR
MORE OUT OF HAND" TMES SAP
Bob- Its been an experience knowing you. I
hope we keep In touch ■ Kevin Ptotnor
BobKnowing you has been more fun than s Beach
Boy's concert (Believe me that takes some
doing)
My best. Jerry Elder
You finely got a personal!
Tamy
PS. Thanx lor al your help

BERRIES
Restaurant In Harshman
will be closed
(torn May 3 - June 12

Brt. Chrie. Chuck. Craig. Dean. Diana, Merest 8
Nancy - Thanka for the great lob on the VCTO
side show UrvMesvabkt Ware we having tun?
VCTO

BRIAN OBUSK
Please take care of those ma bcketmen at the
Id booths - make sure you ten them what a
good fob they're Dong' Maybe Ronnie and I wal
surprise you and coma up to visit next year, lust
for ok) fcmes sake Remember, you owe me a
scuba lesson, and only In Shamu's tank'
Love, Shell
BROTHERS OF DELTA SIGMA Ft
Thanka to all ol you that helped me through
pledging. Get psyched tar next year!! MrCKI.
Good Luck tenters We'l tares yal

BURNING THE CHAIR PARTY
SAME TIME
SAME PLACE
BYOW (WEAPON)
BE THERE OR BE THE CHAIR

COLLEEN DAV
We've had some great times up here (not to
mention kat Saturday ) I fuel want to wah you
"a ittla bit ol heaven" m everything you do' II
mas ys' Keep In touch Love, Barba
COMK BOOK 8 NOSTALGIA FAIR
Comics, cards, movie Items lor ssle Rarrada
Inn Soumwyck. Toledo Sunday. May 6. lOem6pm

BUSTER.
Thanks for meking this year st B G such s greet
one. Good luck on your finale'
Love. BROWN
BYRON BUDDY" HORTEH
There's no batter way lo top oft winning Beta
then going to data party with you' Let's do the
"stumple" sgan soon. Love Ya. Laurie.

CongratuaMna Judy on your Alpha Gam-Bats
lavelering to John Wa had a loetng > was you.
Love. Your Alpha Gam salon
CONGRATULATIONS TO LAMBDA CHI
ALPHA FOR MOST IMPROVED SPORTS
PROGRAM. ASSOCIATE WITH THE BUT.

Captain Baseline.
Gktd you made It to the VCTO Banquet Thanka
lor making It such s success. (Love those
yefow lights.) Looking forward to lots ol lun this
aurnnar - Doc's orders. Love ya. Zuoher

CONGRATULATIONS Sharon tambam on
being elected Vlce-Preeklent st Order ol
Omega What a scholar?! What a leader?' Your
Pht Mu setters ere proud of you

Carrie, Chris. Jsnis. Sneasy.
Thanks tor putting up win me this year, you've
at bean greet! Don! torgel whoa out in Oregon
next year.
Love, Lorl "O"

ConrjrstusMona BARS WILSON on bang
elected President of the Undergraduate Gerornologlcal Association. Way to be a leader'
We love you 8 we're proud of you! Your Phi Mu
Setters
__

CATHY ROADS.
CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR UPCOMINO
GRADUATION. YOU'VE BEEN THE BEST BIG
A LITTLE COULD ASK FOR. BEST OF LUCK
ALWAYS, I'M GOING TO MISS YOU.
LOVE, BRENDA

Conorakjatora Bob. I hops your harem Keeps
growing
Love ya!' Vlckl Waken

CHI OMEGA CONGRATULATES THEIR GRAD
UATWG SENIORS AND WISH THEM THE
BEST OF EVERYTHING
MUCH LOVE, YOUR SISTERS
CHRtS GULUFORD- fTS OVER, WE
SURVIVED THE SHOW THANKS FOR ALL
THE LONG HOURS > SLEEPLESS NIGHTS IT
WOULDNT HAVE WORKED WITHOUT YOU
LOVE YA JANET

TO THE NERDS OF A CERTAIN 202
We've actually made It through
"fifteen weeks ol ehaer 8:30 hell"
without too many casualties.
'cept our once unnerdllke pereonalitlos...
-Now serving cheese crackers and Paps!
Congratulallons from Mr. JCL.

CONM, A LOT OF FUN THIS YEAR WE'VE
HAD ANO SO TO YOU ONE MORE AD.
REMEMBER THE ROUNDS ANO DON'T FOR
GET ALL THE FUN THAT'S TOO COME YETi I
COULD ALMOST SAY SOMETHING STUPID OOPS- YOU'RE TOO RIGHT! LOVE LAURI
"Cowboy Bob.
Congrats on getting through Coeegs. Hope you
hnd happmess in He May God Baas You
Dave Ferkns
Cowboy Bob- Have a good one and Good Luck
Your mend, Phi Orach
Have a great birthday! You aura the hel
deserve it1
I Love ys' Laa
DAR-We know ycj've been aad recently, but
today • "your day" to be happy 1 Celebris'
Happy Brthday Dar. we love you to death'
Char a Leaner.

continued on page 12

_THEB(XNEWS_
MOVING-

and
BGSU STUDENT PUBLICATIONS
will be moving to West Hall
in May
Come and visit us in
our new offices:
210 West Hall - Editorial Offices
214 West Hall - Advertising/
Business Offices

372-2601
West Hall, the renovated old Musk Building, is located at the southwest corner of campus, next to Founders Quad and the Administration Building.

•
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NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT
"All of us at Newlove Agi,ta|A
Management wish our
'
graduating seniors the best of
luck in future endeavors."
Thank-you very much for renting with us!

III!

Classifieds
DAVE ANOKM
Now I know why I picked you guy* 10 room
wlh. I couldn't ask lor 2 more understendbg
fnsnde It was almost 3'a company, but |uM
renvamber Kent* not loo far away, and Is ba
thkwjng about you both a lot Good kick rand
yaar and thank* lor evoiythbgi You guya ara
na boat! Lovt. snarl
DAVID CZECH
Hnaks lor throa fsntsstlc years. Let's reI the good times we've had. Hay aH
■a waa. Lev, Jenny.
B. COQAN.
Don't Wan k) Dan. wal maka you a baflar

•Mr.

TOM BROKAW-NBC NEW YORK
Daw Col.
Hopa you ok) 21 day la Oa BESTI * waa ona
danrent. rough but crazy and fun aamaafar
Having you aa a roomie to apand II win waa
graatt I'm reMy looking lorward to naxt eemeelart II mlaa having you around Ma aummar1
DEAR DAVE H.H RORICK
••PAORCAIXY SPEAWNO' YOU'RE THE
BESTi THANKS FOR ALL YOU DO AND FOR
BEING A GOOD FRIEND'
LOVE. YOUR BOYS!
DEAREST LAURA BLUM.
YOUR EYES ARE GOLD, YOUR HANDS
DIAMONDS YOU ARE A JEWEL. WHO'S A
SWEET OWL (HOWS THAT FOR YOUR
FIRST PERSONAL?) LOVE YA, YA YAI
DEAD KELLY, I KNOW WE HAVEN'T KNOWN
EACH OTHER THAT LONG. BUT I'VE NEVER
■EEN to turn m MY LIFE.
I LOVE YOU, ate
DEAR MKE SFRAGA.
WE OONT BUHO ANY IGLOOS THIS YEAR
BUT ONLY STRONG FRtENDSHPSi THANKS
FOR EVERYTHING' WE WISH YOU > FRED
ONLY THE BESTI
LOVE, THE KOHL STAFF
DELTA SIGMA PI ANNOUCES ITS NEW
IwTIATES CONGRATULATIONSi
Denkn ftemeth
Micheos Abort
KmO'Bnan
RanK Chapman
KaranOn
Roger Clerk
JanalParton
Dave Flefnr
BackyPrtoa
Don Jenkins
Janny Richmond
Wandy Howard
Aaaon Roggenbeck
Katny wma
RtthRoUc
BYyanJackaon
Katiy Ryan
LMa Kalamanka
Gary Sab
Debbie Kandel
Chne Smith
Jance Kereten
ShaaaSpraoln
Dava Larrabaa
JohnSzabo
Rot* MarUn
Sue Thompson
Tammy McCkan
Parry Van Poppla
Laurie McGuke
Krteten Vroetek
Ron McNuay
JknWeleh
DawnMorrie
Alan Wxxuow
Gary Moahar
Bradkry WhUlakar
Robto Myers
DESPAKATELY
SEEKING
THE LAST DAY OF SCHOOL!
MALA LUVAIII
DONNA WANNA BONO--I'm raaty glad wa
andad up Bgafhar --thanks for putting up with
my art proiacta. youl ba glad whan Cnnatmaa
comoal I'l mlaa you naxt year-Good kick at
O S U l Pan on Iota of Road Trtpa (B 0 and
CALIFORNIA') Leva you Mot, too buchl Shala
-(SUNSHME).
MERE IS TO A VERY SPECIAL PERSON.
THANK YOU FOR THE TIMES OF LAUGHTER
I THOSE OF TEARS. YOU'VE HELPED ME TO
IHNO A SPECIAL PART Of MYSELF THAT I
NEVER KNEW EXISTED, S YOU ALWAYS
KEPT ME SWUNG SOON WE'LL BE IN
DISTANT PARTS OF THIS COUNTRY, 1 I'LL
MISS YOUR PRESENCE. SOMEHOW IT'S
HARD TO SAY GOODBYE, SO I'LL JUST SAY,
"SEE YOU LATER". MY ONLY WISH IS THAT
TIME SRMOS US BACK TOGETHER. THANK
YOU FOR BEING A FWENOI LOVE ALWAYS,
FWEMDS FOREVER. J
ERfC CHELOVrfZTo ary baat buddy who ares an Iba i.A.
step*. Happy "EARLY" 21 al Birthday *
Goad Look with all Ihe WILD WOMEN ol
AaMayl P.S. KEEP ROCKW m that Phi Datt
Stylal J.C.B.
BAR8COGAN.
un up your own mmd. but NBC la wham m
al' 5H you in New York
J PAULEY S B GUMBEL (Studio 38)
PS Bnng along KMt, St Chartaa 4 Snaaar If
you want
Gaorge. thanks lor hekxng ma daar up al that
megabyte ckstortion In the iixanliann. My PC
w* new ba the same Ha Ha. Lara have a
regular blowout to and Ova zany yaar Baat.
Mrynard
Get Mom a 8.0 SU SWEATSHIRT FOR Mother's Day. Check out the sales at Jeans N
Thbo* S31 HdgaSt
Greg "SD" Haueptto
Thanks tot at the tun al MsgarittavR* I In the
Stammer. The paat months have been greatlove, your favortn BRAT. Laune
HAPPY i-DAY KM BB
Love yal L.M., N.H., I S.M.

HEY ALL YOU FATTIES AT 835 4TH STREET.
Apartment! 8 and 8!
Summer's near
We now do tear
And has I come too soon?'
For whan wB wa meal
Bach on that street1
At summer school In June'
Wei come from Cleveland. Canton too
and even Clncinnetl,
And what do you mmk thai we wouM do
without our Sytvanfe tatty?
So bring bear, popcorn, peanut butter
and ol course a lot of nooblaa.
Wal need them al whan we May up
ton to a* about our Waal acoobktal
Lafa get ready tor one rowdy aummar'
Love. One of the Fete**
Hay. ALPHA TAU OMEGA, thanks tor the great
year. ATO la #1. Undergraduates, good luck
next veer Grade, here's to memories' Jim—Big
Boy. Itueh the bad. water fights baabaa'a.
campus car trees, couch stains, bubbles, and
jeko Tim B. — ooeecttons. bach asaetona.
winner roomne. gkta. and ROTC Greg — ona
more tJme, leal time, house pranks Cleveland,
sndgtrte younger MerfcW — ess vs window,
who's If Na week?, now only one. inshgator.
and tjusahrl Tan H. — "II get some." never got
my?. HuV. Yom Kipper drMUng. race guy, and
Rodgera. Thanks for the yaara you guya. Don't
bee touch' VTL lot a ttotme.
Hey 1M Lowe & 2nd floor Darrow ft'a been a
fantastic year- from XXX treks to a great X-maa
contest to seeing double11 couldn't have asked
tor 2 runner floors" We have to keep together
next yaar Remember al me greet ttmee we've
had' I love el you guya' Marfaa
Mouse boy needed tor IH8 echooi year. For
Information. 0*1 WW.
In the game of "LHe." when you lake a
"Risk", "Trouble" la a given. "Trtvlal
Purser!" tor some means "Battleship" for
others ("War" le also a possibility.) When
playing "Musical Chairs" or "Spin the Bottle". It's ok to say "Sorry" I lane a "Heedache." have a beer and move on. (Ceuee you
might Ml em of the bed.) Okie, "let us'
maka a deal" and put the "Monpoly" board
swsy - but not before we rod the dice one
more Baiell SEEEE ya.lol.ert
Jac. Tun. Pooh, Get ready for a Great aummar
I a wad time on 5th 1 Hkjht Your future roomie

HHSl
James McCrovo. knt remember the cow
toe** yaw. Haw a atad euiamorl
JAMES McCRAVE |ust remember the cow
knee you. Hera a wild summer!
Janet: Fresh Prout. hockey (golfers), Obey.
Shlo, PR office. "Hey Kim, would you sign
thur, lighting. O Canada. Uptown Mug Club.
Brathaus. Saty'a jacket. Guy, orphans, driving
on sidewafcs — $55 fine Soph. — our parties,
eeveedropping. wave party Uinokt Rugby Team,
auto botoent. Stg Epa. Junior — 670 Frazeo.
Kitty witty jm. Mike M C.w.'a. Joe. Dabbedaeda Susie, potatoes, bitting, oppoeum. flat
aye. Welcome - Beware of Doge Senior •wig apart. Brady Bunch party, arctic mat
Thanks tor 4 great years ol great memories
Love. Braky
JUL CASTANfEN
You've been e groat big' You've done a lot
more lor me then you think' Good luck with your
tob. I know youl do greet! Love. Juts
Ji C.-To a super mend. II man you greasy
next year. Never torget al the fun tfmee wa had
together! Good Luck In your future t In Cleveland with J B Rotoinaon Congrats on gradua
Bon t I wwh you si the heppmeae m the work)
KKQ bve 1 mine. Jenny.
JM, Jennifer, Lisa and Jenny. Good kick with
finals and have e greet summer. Love ya.

"HB
Jan F.. Thanka tor the laat few weeks! Motown,
the cookouta and the time we've spent together
have been greet! II rrvae yet Mary.
Judy Harmon and Barb Nettrour. Congrats!
You're finely graduatJngi You've been great
roornlea' Good luck' II miss you' Love. Kym
JuHe. Yew a greet Mend end whet would I do
without youl Good luck wNh finals. Law ys
KAPPAS
Good Luck on Finale'
Everyone have a fantaatlc aummert
Karen. Uea. Barb and Am,
That year haa been a blast but no candle
paaamga' Oh wea. we've got better thmge to
do • kke soceaze with real people' Have a great
eummer - II mesa you guya
GO) bve and mine! Pane
KAREN.
Thanka for bang the beet roomie evert You're
gotm to man mail' Love. Cheryl
Karen, Werta. Mark. Chris < Mike Henry Beat
of kick outside of BQSU. Thanka lor al the
greet times! We wB mlaa you next year. Don't
gel too rich' Love. Rob » Nancy (Hie wife).
KAREN. WERTA. MARK. CHMS I MKE
HENRY. BEST OF LUCK OUTSIDE OF BGSU
THANKS FOR ALL THE GREAT TIMESI WELL
MBS YOU NEXT YEAR DON'T GET TOO
FeCHl LOVE. ROB a NANCY (THE WIFE)

Edited by Trade Michel Jade
1
5
10
14

ACROSS
Both: Prefix
Shaped like
Fujiyama
Belgrade
resident
"...bosom
snow haa

15 Blood Comb
lorm
16 Winglike
1? Smile
20 Made equal
21 Vacillate
22 Gleclal spue
23 Soaks llax
24 Former
German ruler
2D
leclo
32
Lanka
35 Synthetic liber
36 Language
peculiarity
37 Have e good
time
40 -Please
lake
"
41 Goddess olths
hearth
42 Korean soldier
43 See bad
44 Six line poem
45 Grating
47 Parent a reply
to 36 Down?
52 Asunder
55 Poalure
56 Symbols of
the lolly Ufa.
English style
60 Wool Prefix
61 Novelist
George
18101860
62 'Helpful
abbr?
63 This, in
Barcelona
64 Takeout the
ends
65 Mild oalh

E

DOWN
1 Stopealor
Jean Claude
Kilty
2 Purple hue
3 Mosquito,eg

4 Gel
good
thing
5 Libya's
neighbor
6 Part ol the
fJOth stele
7 Tide type
8 Little devil
9 Whirlybird
10 Secure piece
lobe
11 Israeli port
12 Olympic event
13
Rebbit
18 Stick ones
19 Unlilnow
23 Bulk) s
new treehouse?
25 A founder of
Oadalam
26 If
You
Carousel"
tune
27 Units of
loudnass
29 Bridge support
30 Monologue
31 City in
W Siberia
32 Card game
33 Low hill
34 Cooler

KATHY MAOtOAN
It aeeme she thai is the only way I can get to tak
to you' ■ waa a abort aemeetet. and I wteh wa
could have seen more of eecn other, but thanka
tor being auch a tantnc big! I'm going to mass
you and the whole femty naxt year- Baal of
kiokll
Love. Shan
Keep rhaalng thoee women Bob! Someday you
might oatch one
■Todd Stelnbruooe. Brian Hues
KELLEYHECKY
You've been a great bag and a super friend!
Thanka tor everything, Oood luck A remember, wsa sky's ItVa task. Law, Jenny.
KELLY FLASK
Congretulellons en your
Alpha XI Dana-Alpha Sigma Phi levekertng
to PJc Love, The Alpha Xl'a.
Ken Kleaaok.
Just wanted to wiah you the vary baat of luck
with flnata and after graduation, n aura mkM
you loss next yearl Thanks for everything' Love
yoj-LTChees
KYMBO JOHNSTON
To the baeteat tnend I could EVER navel I'm
mays you when I'm In Fie . ao gat psyched tor
our roedtnp the 12th Lets do this one upl Love
Ye. Laurie
LAJaSDA CM ALPHA QUOTE OF THE WEEK:
OWMKBtO IS A LOT OF FUN, BUT DON'T LET
IT RUN YOUR LsfE.
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA WISHES EVERYONE A
FUN AND ENJOYABLE SLWMER

36 Child's
complaint
about spinacn?
38 Bounder.
Down Under?
30 Jeanne d'
Arc, e.g.
44 Trespasser
46 Inlet
46 Flower oil
49 Oklahoma
oil city

50
61
52
53
54
55
56

Thai is LM
Crucibles
Expert
Souchong, etc
Disappeared
A
epple"
Parts ol
Alt's record
57 Quickly, ok)
slyle
50 6th ceo dele
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PMMueGOOO LUCK ON FINALSIII
HAVE A GREAT SUMMERI
baa honeat thief t return by personal
betongaigei! Navy blue N-F backpack taken
from the abrary 4/30. IKeya, notes, esc.)
Return to OCMB 6014 David R Heae or cat
364-6178.
Pumpernickel,
Thie haa bean the beat year out of my lour
because of you. There have been aome rough
■mea. but you are the beeteat friend 11 have
ever' II mlaa you thai summer (si between visits
of counio) more than youl ever know.
I bve you. Pumpkin Heed
P.S. I hope your freckles never, ever lade
RIC GUM AND KELLY FLASCKOyiGRATUUkTIONS ON tOUR ALPHA
SIGMA PHI - ALPHA XI DELTA LAVAUERaNG'
V IT WASN'T FOR ME . OH. NEVER MND! IT
COULDNT HAVE HAPPENED TO TWO BETTER PEOPLE1
TOM, "THE MATCHMAKER
SAM rS HAPPY HOURS— 4 TO 6pm
¥ YOU AM It, WE WILL IE HAPPY
TO SERVE VOW
Sandy kastnd-conprafcasalono you've finely
done 111111 You've been a great big 6 11 reeky
riMea you. Lowe Pam.
SSX
CASH
ssx
USED BOOK BUY BACK GOtNO ON NOW!
TOP PRICES PAP AT MX

TO THE MM OF 2ND NEW KOHL! TWS
GREAT YEAR IS SOON COMkNO TO A
CLOSE. WE'VE BEEN THROUGH A LOT
TOGETHER. FROM BORING FLOOR MEET•tan TO AN EXCITING FLOOD PARTY. I
FEEL UKE I'VE MADE A LOT Of NEW
FRIENDS THM YEAR A HOPE TO KEEP
THOSE FRIENDS. COME NEXT YEAN I'M
QOINO TO MBS YOU GUYS THANKS FOR
MAKING THM YEAR ONE OF THE GREATEST. "COME ON YOU OUYSI" YOUR SOON
TO m CAJJFQRNIA FPAEHO, JUL

Tracy, a/a been e greet year bebg e Potato! II
man you this summer I m excited lor next year
Love, Kaahy.

Laurie McGuke. What a yearl I wouldn't neve
made N without youl Downtown, date parties (M
the laat minute!) Ft. Myers (I won't M the reel
roeeon we slopped there') Ft Lauderdato (How
come we never made I home?!), the tnp back
fromFIa (Bat signal'), shocoxxj. and Sundance
were greet' You're a great friend Thanka tor
everything Have Iota Of fun al Dktney Work) II
rntae youl By the way. Congrats on winning
Beta. I knew you could do HI Love ya. Kym

Sharl. Sua. LtJby a Uea. Watch out 134
Monvate. Ina Gammers ara movtn' Inl Can't wall
to have tie beat times ever wax you guya.
Love, your other roonsel

Al fan which haa been dropped off b The
Picture Piece for developing must be picked up
by the end of flnsM week We are no longer
accepting reprints or enargennnla due to
turnover time but atandard ran proceeebg wfl
be aoceptad unH May 3rd The Picture Piece
372-0801

UL SHAF AND UL MARCIA
Do greet on finals and have a GREAT summer
Love. Big Laurie

SHARON D'ARCY.
That year haa gone ao test, and you've been a
GREAT roommate' ri man you next year, and
atari practicing tor Sept 1088 Love ya. Lort
P.S. Tel DEL, I oak) "HH"

UTamara
HI Foil What a me you ara. Thanka for adding
sunshine into my ate Juat think, next year
we're roomies. Yea! DZ bve. Laura.
LINDA MARTENS-You are one In e rnBonl We
are going to mlaa you 6 your mouth ao much
next year m the Kappa house We bve youl JB.
Beth I Betty
LkNOA OLENICK
I couldn't have aaked for a better roomlet
We've bed so much fun, I'm going to mlaa
you Mke belli Thenks tor sfweyt being there.
I'M a— you aMa asimmar. LOT, Jenny.
LINDA OLENICK— You're the greateet! I'm
proud to ba your me Thanka lor al the great
bmaa thta yaar, lets maka this summer even
better' Good kick on enema'
Love. Your KKQ me. Keey

Sherry,
Wan. only one more week and you'll be In the
"REAL" work). I'm realty gonns miss you
neat yearl Who's gonna have the warm-up
tor Chop OT And who am I gonna go to
Semi's tor oooekles with?! Who'll borrow
•T and WHO'S gonna tot me
r food at formal?! We'l have
to gel together thia eummer, end who knows.
moybe you'll be working In Toledo next

rarfl

Laee Yal Uea
PA Think I can find anyone alee who'll toed
Inefc kvjaata to the pkantaa asm nsetl

Many lhanka to the 140 UCF student volunteers from BGSU who served 100 Wood
County reotdonte by tutoring, working wrthe
handicapped » vlemng the ektorty
Mark Debkowskmy forever aweetle"
The peal four yeans have been the baat.
The world a) now yours to conquer—go for It
Next 1*1 w* never be the same without you.
Atwaya keep thai amla Love Always. Laura

MARY ROSE EVANS, LISA CARRAN0,
HOOTER MENDLER,
WELL FUTURE ROOMIES, WE'VE MADE IT
THROUOH TWO GREAT YEARS TOGETHER
AND THE BEST IS YET TO COME. 525 EAST
MERRY JUST WON'T BE THE SAME COME
NEXT YEAR. GET PSYCHED FOR SOME
WILD TIMES. YOU GUVS ARE THE OREATE8T. LOVE YA, BRENOA
Meeaee Aachenbach
You're the beet big a KAPPA could aak tort
Congress on your new tob A efwsys remember
that your me bve* you! I'm gomg to maw youl
LIUoa.
Miches* Leeb I katt wanted to M you that I'm
going to man you when you're In Artxons. I wash
you al the luck In the world! Love your big,
Aawon.
MKE MAURER, I'm sorry, hope we can St* be
Mende Thanka tor the picture* Good luck aisl
your future endeavors! Kym
Mate Laura Schnnzer, It's been ernost tour
happy years knowing you II never forget the
kmes together Remember .Heaawson, phone
cess, the vauk's bung*, TP & pranks, hound
dog. drtve-lne heed gomee, 6 a fast smooch.
Hows about M West taghts. psaaout. diets,
campus Involvement. Dumbo, ski week-end, 6
arnatore. Than there's sorority, fraternity, date
partJe* 6 lormsu. single rooms. Ik* dtast,
waits, weenie aurpneea, major cfwngee. A
wine Finely, but never ending, "no Brno".
ewerde, fobs, Buckeye, too much thksdng.
Georgia, caflebe. flowers I tests. But moat ol
al there's memoriae of bve, A fsjrjptneaa
Thsnka Laursl Mark.
My Dear Sweet Pumpkin."
What can I say? It's been e greet yearl
it always lemembar the aaminaled cartoona.
Santa Slayer, broken zippers. BG Claoelc.
Barry. Ameretto Sours and breekfeat butfets.
among other things! You're super and I bve you
a tot |toc buohl 001 Love A men. Shisas
MY FAVORITE HOUSEMOM NAMED DNOA
DAJLEY. YOU aid truly wonderful"! Thanka for
al your support A bve I ooun never have
aurVNed wkhout you. Love. Lautm.
Penhel Exec Jan. Linn, Connie. Deb. Chria A
Linda HI There'! Y'al have reasy helped b my
osvetopment' thai tYat sameater 'Thsnka for
being such apodal woman. Gat psyched tor
tH. Love. Leura
PARTYMG FE Needed 4 Apt next year. $132
mo bckjdee utl . AC. turn, balcony, ctsan.
near csmpus Cal Beth or Tern 364-86711
PASCMAUS.
My Mat chenceto wish you e happy day b the
personals To put It IgnBy. "I'm going to man
you Ms aummar, neat yaar. and atwaya."
Pisa** keep h touch Vast ma B New York and
n do the seme b Cyprual Lavs. Barb
Patty MctoughsYi
Thanks tor al the greet Bmea you've given ua b
the pest two veers Thai crazy foursome kart
won't b* the ssme wkhout you. You've been e
grswl friend, end we're euro going to mkM you
next year Knock'em deed at O.S.U.III
Love, Becky, Many A Maty
Peech crane lor packing end etoring efcume In
tor only $3 00 Puroats. 131 W Wooetor
luuwialuwii). 382-S2S4.
CONQRATULATU SENIORS

Dele McCerty

TJ.

Apt tor Sublet Summer Cal 362-3108
WOMENSCUMC
Comprehensive obstetrics A gvnecobgy. Contraxnptve ssrvtoas. ktnr*sr!tons up to 10
waaka. VO nets A treetmenta Pregnancy
teeang 241-2471.

Help la needed to clean rental properties A
mnc lobs, slantxj May 11. 362-7366

FOR SALE
A-frame ton - price negotiable FREE couch 2
5491 Patty, I'm going| to man you ■ tLYI
BQSU Trivia game - 75th Anniversary arJMon to
be s'lisaabb FM '66 To reserve a game, eend
ram I FM addraes to: BQSU TRIVIA. CM. c/o
Marketing Dapt. or 14 Oartyn Dr.. BO OH
43402.

J

1

Haa used furniture A rtsKaastnuus
17706 N ObdeHgwy
Open 10 MS Moo-Sat

LOFT FOR SALE. GOOD SHAPE $50 PLUS
THE COST OF THB AD CALL BILL 372-6983
SAABOARO PRODUCTS- Nona. Spartan,
Freedom RAF Mil, others, onoounts HI wind
Maa, 178 South Broadtoigh. Columbus. Onto
43209
1977 660 Yamaha. S6O0 ■ CM BB 2-6840
Bbycn FOR SALE. Lacks. lOspeed Good
ixindklon Best oner MMnda 3721609
FOR SALE 1973 OLDS OMEGA. 2 DOOR. 8
CYL AUTOMATIC. P/6. P/B NkDE PITERIOfl
ANO BODY 52.000 MILES NEEDS ENGINE
$160- NEGOTIABLE 354 8268
FOR SALE: Dresser with bookcase, greet
oononon $26. aao 6 month ok) twb alz* bad
$36 - both prices ara negotiable. CALL AMY
384-7817
CENTURION LeMone 12
Touring Bbycn (21" Frame) -Uke new Beel
offer.... OM Jo* M 364-7472
'76 VW Van Good cond $1800 CM 3645606 after 8 pm
FOR SALE: 2 parson 1984 Eureka lent, used
5 days $ 120 or best oner 372-0080 or 3641740

WANTED
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR BUMMER. CHEAP, CHEAP, CHEAP RENT!
HHH470

I960 Chevy Chevetto. 4 speed TW wheel.
roof rack, good gas mesege. $2,200 or best
offer 364-1626
For Sen: 1080 VW F»DM Die** 4-speed AMFM Stereo. AC. What. 4-door. 64.000 m
$3200 364-1169

WANTED 2 female roomnmas meded tor 8586 achool year. For mote bto cM 372-461S

FUZZ BUSTERS FOR SALE: MICRO EVE
SUPREME B/W REAR VIEW MIRROR. USED
FOR 6 MOS. (RED. $341,001 SELLkNO FOR
$200. CALL SAM OR FADI AT 152-1312 or
m-141

Wanted- 2 I. rmta. tor 86-86 achool yr Rent
leaaonabts Cbee to campus CM Amy or Unda

1975 Grand Fury Ptymoth. As a $700 Avalatto altar May 20th bquka ■ 362-6610

F roommate wanted to share 1 bdrm for sum.,
AC . Pool. SlOO/mo ptue one CM 354
2727

Pants, wanted • Summer-FM funvahed 1
reeaonabla - CM Pels 372-2680. 6-6:30
Spring Shoe (
Falcon House
Athletic Shoe Annex
140 E Wooeter
3623610

STACY LEIGH- my graceful me-youl heve to
fece facta. dear. Bkda have WMGS which,
despite your stupor, you fust don't have" ft
musta been her shoes, huh Wendy? ZUPPAS-how about another adventure down Prospect?
No trying on ramisi) wigs' TUCKER-can I
wad to be roomies next year you SOI SUSAN
and tORSTEN-wel heve a bant on 7 Dwarf
Lane that aummar! Have a great summer you
fun Alpha Xla!l I bve y'H! Marine P S can't
wal ■ mat yean
Sueen. Thanka tor being auch a greet bag I
roommale. You taught ma the true m*anbg of
Kappa. I wd man youl Loyaay t Love, Linda.
TAMARA NAULT,
That Bumsssar hubs n greet! I'm goxxj to man
you next year, but fust keepthoee pledgee b
the! DZ Love,
7
TAMMY SALEM» aeeme auch a abort Brno ego since I pledged
A you became my Bkj I km wwh we had more
•me to get to know each other bettor. You ara
may a Kappa lady Good kick b the pageant A
the future. Love ye- Patty.
THANKS FOR THE GREAT TIAES ILL MISS
YOU
Corybel. my aludy buddies Carrie A Steve, Sk3
EPS (good kick graduating senior I next yaara
seniors), Ted I Grandpa aee you M CP. Doug
R. I the* I saw one on your tec* once, Ben wfl
you deever my mart next year. I have cookies,
roomies, my BIzBuz Ouddna Gary, Petty , Deb
« Donne. Wend C 1 Gang. Jeff O.-Yep Nop not
even-Thanks. Reg thanka tor al the greet txnee
drtve out lo CP (oops I target) J.8.K.
THE BROTHERS OF PHI KAPPA PSI WISH
EVERYONE 0000 LUCK ON EXAMS.
PLEASE HAVE A SAFE AND WONDERFUL
SUMMER SEE YA H THE FALL!
THE BROTHERS OF ALPHA SIGMA PH
WOULD UKE TO CONGRATULATE RtC GUM
ON HIS ALPHA SIGMA PHt-ALPHA XI DELTA
LAVALCHNQ TO KELLY FLASCK

THE BROTHERS OF DELTA TAU DELTA
WOULD UKE TO CONGRATULATE OREO
AND BRENOA ON THEM DELT - PHI MU
UkVAUMHO

The Sisters ol Alpha XI Dene wouk) Hts Is
wish everyone food kick on their iinait and a
sate and inleystli eaatswai.
TOM ITS OVER!! And M Bnvee we thought 1
would never end!' Where are the atrawbeny
daqubee? Love. Cheryl
P.S Cray 6 montha. 3 days toftll
To My Big Betsy
Congrats on surviving four years at BG Good
Luck ■ Graduation A In your future Always
remember, I wteh you the beet. KKG Love A
Man, IT Janny. PS Can I vta* you A Alms* b
your mobts home?
To my wonderful
Thanka tor a ton
continual support 4
Luck DZbve.Lau

To ear

ipaM*
anrhrleax*

Jane. Kim « Deb
year land wATi bve.
I lova you al'! Good

m Ibtnesnla pats, has* a
. LOT ys, Mooey and Juke

"**r>
Roommale need for aummar cheap, dose to
campus. oM today M 364-6973
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEED FOR '8S-'88
VERY CLOSE TO CAMPUS FOR MORE INFO
CALL 354-6417 or 2-4461
rtootnmats needed for Spring/Summer
Apt. Comer of S Conge A Nepotoon,
near drive-thru nsosonable. CM Don
or Damon 354-8141
WANTED NS Fern Rmmte for '85-88. Apt
does to carnpu* CM Sue or Katny 354-7802
1 F Rmn. tor aummar term. Fum. utattss
paid. Own bdrm $212 00 tor aummar. CM
after 6 00pm 364 7711
F Rmn own bath a bed Pool, laundry, cable.
utatkn tree (Ex phon* a elect I Nice, start May
15 CM Jute or JoOe 363-0866
Tan aatns reaaaM tlnnl* raaayaaaaa to
share very nice house tor 15-66 echooi yeer.
Oam bedroom located one block from csmpus Ufht housework In exchange tor rant
oonceselon. Or third male to share expenses.
CsM I6M111.
Two mas roomrrntee
and/or Fal House on NV
SlOO/mo ptos ttara of

tor Summer
of town. Rent:
CM anytime

3520322
Need 1 male for summer to share apt. dose to
csmpus Pay only rent i amM Meet. CM Jkn M
362-4704 or Chria at 354-7327
Urevjnay needed F roommate for tnexoenefvo.
dose to campus apartment CM Ruth 3621246
Femsss roommate for 68 lal/spring semesters
to stars Mobsa Home. Own bedroom, means
of tnsrarjortason needed CM Joy 352-0968
3 BG GRADS NEED 1 r«SPON3tBLE FEMALE
TO SHARE CONOO IN HKTON HEAD, SC FOR
SLIMMER APP $100/mo WCL UTIJTE8
CALL 352-0020 ASAP

HELP WANTED
Attention Trivia Bufta
We otter pubeahsd "lame A glory" and our
grsrkun* lor questions to Include b the BGSU
Trivet gam*. Send 0 I A to BGSU Trivia Marketing Dopt (campus mM) or 14DartynDr.
BG. OH 43402
OFFICE SKIXSm
Ctarks to work procseeore. nsedsd for temporary asnjiaiianli b and around Itm Bowing
Green wee We w* be fwldbg a specs!
blarvnwbg a recruiting cantor. May 9m b the
Tart Room located on the 3rd Floor of the
Unlversty Union M Bowing Green Stale UnJverelty Hours: tsw lorn only Al are welcome
akjoanu to homannker* Never a Fee
KELLY SERVICES, too. 247-6111
Photographers Salaried posnen now avM for
p*rsomtjls ambaoua photographer. Summer
and or kj am. We wd provide further training
reeuabg b both canoM a portrM photography.
Sand reeume to Woodard Phrjlography tic.
550 Goodrich Rd Beasvue. OH. 44611
Summer tab l atstill from mid-May to mldAuguel Interviewing dents I proceeebg wol
caaona n a Human Services Dept. Desire an
IndMdual w/excoeent btorpertona) akas A a
rrvaor b Psych . See . or Socwl Work Fluency
b Spansh deals able Excasent aasary A workbg oorkasona Send reeume to Aaal Dtactor
P.O. Boa BBS. Freemont, OH. 43420 E.O.E
Summer |obe for Akron-Oevstand reekMnte
»7 06 starting rsH Apply aftor fban/Mart efter
fraas Ful nme onty 140 poatkns must be
and For appT CM 766-0016 11 em-5pm

To In crazy people of 6th Offenheuer East
fnmamber happy houra. In comiinnau raid*.
panne b an has, MMM. couch potatoes
ZxtibeDw* beech, happy hours, lounge nss.
bneths i;«*asursa, Desire tor Mrs", happy
hours. Trtvlal Puraok. and oh yeah, tnppy
hours!? I aura do • Thanka guys lor s great yeer'
P.S Happy Qnadueaon Tracy and Krnl

Loskfcsi tor an kkasl aummar |eb wtn above
awsraae a*mtogaTExrsridbg catas company
Italia six. was groomed, ershaaanlc people
tor Slid protect Contact Stove Trippe or Chria
Pepper M 678 8531 between 10am - 5pm
Monday or Tuesday

To The Ouya el Seeofn On KeM

aras*snt cook Exp on gril Kstaya asand
Houabg I isatll (4101 746-2367

«'l been a year I'l never torget. Thanks
tot Ha hm, peed kaans, Wendentpe and

Mete wkh car for yard work a general cnen-u6S8-4627 atar 6 am

Paul Herman

T*dd(

Summer babysitter, 3 chtdren, my home 2 1/2
days week Startbg 6/1/86 364-1033

1 372 4268

LOOK OUT SPAIN SIS MARY'S ON THE
LOOK!
GOOD LUCK IN SPAIN NEXT YEAR KATHI I'M
REALLY GONG TO MISS MY ONLY CULTURAL' FRIEND' KNOCK -EM DEAD! LOVE.
AMY PS ARE YOU TRAINING FOR THIS
TOO?
Mad-Again (Don). Thereaa. Madktoy. Dawn.
Maeoho. Voo. Loo 6 Ms ENMU U-Tnanks for
the memories! I'm going to mkM you al so much
the aummar t next yearl I Love Ye-Waley
World

HELP WANTED:
A BG Serortty Is In need of e cook tor IMSIs. K Interacted, ptooeo call 372-4001, 1722071, 172-AM4. 171-4907 tot more Intormeaaa. «'e a chance to oevotop frtendehlpa and
to be a pert M a fwalostsi graun.

To: Trapeze. Potato* Head. Sweets, Cancer
Heed end OatawomenThk) year waa worth the wall b tne at the Union
ant year - two bad I haa to and But the party
wfs continue next year b 625 E Merry. Apt 6
How cook) wa torget peeping tom'a on S.
Prospect, potatoe heed's many men, the amazbg flying trapeze act. mud wreetang. Deytono
Beach, Coequato, being uemxaay stupid A
never mbabg s Brauthaus Happy Hours, The
aummar wfl seem too long w/out you buys but
the kege continue on Sept. 1M.
Al Pot bve, Horsewoman I Snowergxl

T.O., BUCKETHEAD. SPROCKETS.
SCOOTER A FRED. WHAT UP. BROTHERS?
GRADUATION IS ALMOST HERE. SO GET
PSYCHED TO PARTY AT THE "BA—SHESH"
ALWAYS COfvTMUMG THE TARD TRADITION- OF GETTING OUT OF CONTROLI
QOOO LUCK BROS. SAP

Shert TW and Lmde Me alien,
To the two beet Mtteo evert I Nape yaw both
have a tenlaaslc summer. I'm reaHy gonna
mlaa you guya! Good kick on your ffnels. end
get ready to PARTY neat tall
Lots of Love, Uea

Office Managers
Expend your proflaasbnal abasea CM ua
today M 419-471-1440. JOB EXCHANGE.
SmM tee

TO THE SISTERS OF DELTA ZETA. WHOSE
BETA TEAM IS #1. NO MATTER WHO RECEIVED THE SPWT AWARD, THE PEOPLE
ON CAMPUS AND THE DELTA ZETAS KNOW
IN THEB HEART8 WHO REALLY WON

Scott "Pup" Myera. The leal 3 weeks have
been reeky fun (It aeeme But I've known you
forever') -Whet am I going to do watl youTI" I'm
looking lorward to seeing you thie aummar.
Good luck on tease! Love, me
P S. Thanks tor the cookies' You're quite e
cook! P S S Peter's slaving win me over brook!

LAURA SUE MYERS.
HAPPY 2IST BIRTHDAY. BROP- YOU
FHAaY MADE ITI TLL MISS YOU THIS
SLIMMER'
LOVE. JENNIFER

■Nuance,

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
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Yea're the KSTI

TO THE KOHL HALL 8TAPT:
ITT BEEN A GREAT YEAR! THANKS FOR THE
GOOD TIMES. FRIENDSHIPS. AND SUPPORT!
YOU'RE THE BEan
-MkXE-

Sans Local Firm has opening. Fre A Setety
DSot gtientoarl starling aeary U 00 and
hear. No expsrianc* neceeaary CM tor irsarvnw between 9 am a 6pm SBO-6029

PoaMon open tor temaf VVSI M gbs summer
camp Bar* Rhar Ranch CroewM. Mtoh.
|313| 679-2606
Cterka. typnH. eecreterna needed for short A
bng term temporary |obe Pbnes oM 471gOS6 No toae. no oontracta E.O.E. M-F-H.
VtCTOR ■tPla>ORARY aarTWCM
Engbser
Emry level or exp CM ua today M 419-4711440 JOB EXCHANGE, SmM toe

FOR RENT
2 BEDROOM FURNISHED APARTMENTS
Naxt to 8am B'a Real, (across from Itarahman)
FREE LOCK-OUT KEY SERVICE 24 hre /day
FREE HEAT A CABLE TV
Convenient to SRC Uorary A Musx; Bktg.
Naat to feelaurants. book store, laundry mat.
bank a carry-out CM Tom M 352-1600 eve
6 wtando or 352-4673 Mon -Fri b AM
SLIMMER APARTMENTS - 2 BEDROOMS
Acroaa from fnrshmen Dorm
CM Tom M 362-1800 eve a wkende
or 362 4673 Mon.-Fri. b AM
Summer Leeaee Now Available
Flexible leasing, pool. AC . I bedroom. $160
par month. 2 bedroom. $210per month CM
364-3633. 12-6
Vernar Annex For Summer, 2 large Apertmenta
lor 4 eejdenta. eech across from campus $86
s month 352-2868
FumaVnd house tor 4 319 E Evera Summer

ran* 669-3038
Dubttaai two-bedroom apartment! Eigth Street
Apertmenta - 9 1/2 month teese $275/month
oka gaa end electric CM Kan 372-3463 or
Mares' 386-3323
Two bedroom onnsiaant si aaatila tor aummar.
Must subtense Price rngottabb CM 354
6876 or 364-8820
Subfcnee tor eummer; 1 bdrm. turn. apt. 2
blocks from campus Al uM. kid $275/negoaable 354-8297. after 4:30
4 bdrm house, dose to campus and downtown $4004600. CM 364-6606 after 6 pm
Semeeter knees aveaabie tor efficiency apt*.
(Fal) S266/mo bokxtoe TV A Gable Al utl
kay fum. 354-3182. 11-4.
Houses a Apta tor 1085 86 school yaar.
Snxdi-Bujue Rentala 362-9467 btwn 124pm or 362-8917 attar 6 00pm
Summer rakes at Campus Manor Induces M
corvJbonbg 1 person $160'mo . 2-4 person
$210/rno Special on FM ran* for the next ten
days CM 362 0302
FOR RENT: Receive 160 when you subnaee
car apt tor neat Fal A Sorlns, Furnished, 2
beakeom, mctodes el ultstlee except elect
tlasfmo for 2. Ml Napoleon. Foreet Apta
Ssl-7707
DELUXE 2 bedroom apt
Cbee lo campus
CM 352-7464
1 bedroom apt.
6 blocks from campus* 12 mo. knee
CM 362-7464
atJMMER rates eveaabie
2 bedroom apertmenta

CM 352-7464
Carty Rentals
Summer Rentala at Speck* Ratea
Houses - Rooms - Apartments
Apartments starting at $180
a month - 2 1/2 or 3 month It sets
2 bedroom opt for 2 or 3
atudenta - mar campus
2 sameenr individual knees
Need Female and Mala atudenta
to fa nouses end epertments
Phon* 362-7386
I APTS.
2 bedroom, lumlshod,
Ak caad.. Laundry tsctUtlet
Cable TV A weter
Paid by owner
$471.00 TOTAL
Mt-7112
3 bdrm. house on Lehman Av*
downtown. CM 362-6822

Close to

Steeping rooms aval Fum I untum AvM 2nd
samealw Meet a dean CM Newtovo Mgmt
362-6620
^^^
THIJRSTtl APARTMENTS
Alt COttOITIONING. FULLY CARPETED, CABLPrtSION, EFFICIENCY. LAUNDRY FACIUTE8 NOW LEASING FOR SIJMMER I FALL
451 THUFOTN AVE 362-6436
a-nkira, tarrashed. AC apta. EircMnnt
neaaon. raaaoneble rant 14B (summer
only) aa-IM (summer andVor mil year)
CaklU-eSM
2 bedroom apta avsaatxe
12-4 Toes Set

Dele 352-4380.

Two bedroom Iparimaial tor summer
MBS

382-

Rooma tor rant acrosa kom wtndml. Avaaaaa
summet and/or next school year. 1/2 from
campus. OM 362-1707 after 6 pm
FOR RENT: Apt. duplex tor 3 people, tower
ouPnxtor 4 people Phone 362-0639.

Jridajr
IMNHliMHlMt
This is the last issue ever of Friday beginning in the fall,
in that the weekly BGNewamagazine
A new title is currently being conwill be in standard newspaper format sidered for the publication.
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Casey's Combo

I
I
I

Single, large french fries
medium drink $1.99

I
I
I
I

expires 5-12-85

L,

B.G. DRIVE THRU
rr
B.G. s only Drive Thru

Cover
Friday signs off forever to the Bowling Green State University campus.
Cover.. . Photo: Uz Alen
■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■»•■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■«■■■■■■■■■» ■■

Happy Mother's Day
Friday writer Greg Klerkx takes a look at "Gifts You Wouldn't Give
Your Mother.

Reg $1.79

NOW $1.59

All Packed Up and Nowhere To Go
Teresa Perrettl tells of the woes ol graduating.

780 S. College
Thanks a Lot

352-9851

■■■■■COUPON ■■■■■■

Friday editor Larry Harris gives credit to all the "little people" that
made his four years at BG so memorable.

■

,8
Friday Guy
Meet Brent Douglas, the official spokesmodel for Friday magazine.

SPECIAL Any Large 16" One Item Pizza

$7

P*us a FREE 2

50

,lter

mi

bo"18

of PEPSI with this
coupon. A $10.50 value.

Chicago siyi. Extra

Ask for when ordering.

.20

I

FrMayTNNliirtNHizlH
Lorry Dean Harris

One coupon per order

Voted BMt Pizza In B.Q.

Marcella Grande

352-5166

5 0

FREE DELIVERY

PE^* " '

203 N. Main
Open 4 p.m.

Oka*. Irrto lim

■

.— +

COUPON EXPMES 1/15/15 I

tSSlilllt
TimDehnhoff

Liz Allen

Friday magazine Is a weekly publication of The BQ Newt, 106 University Hal, Bowline
Green State University, Bowing Green, Ohio 43403.

Howards Club H

nflfifift

BOWLING GREEN S BOCK AUTHORITY

■fr
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LIVE
MUSIC

*

*
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Hosted by WFAL personalities

Scott and Dale

I

e

:

Friday, May 3
3-5 pm at Dexter's

NO COVER

FREE T-SHIRTS EVERY TEN MINUTES
«••

.............

:
;
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Candy may not be such a bad idea after all
by Greg Klerkx
Mother's Day is a lot like a final
exam: everybody forgets about it
until the last minute. For those of you
who consistently forget both occasions, here's a tip-final exams are
next week and Mother's Day is May 12
and, yes, that's next Sunday.
So what will it be this year for dear
old Mum? A pair of fluffy red Deerfoam slippers to match the boxer
aborts that you got her for Christmas?
Or how about a gallon jug of Jean
Nate Bath Splash (a sure-fire hit if
your mother bathes 12 times a day).
Stationery, napkin holders, a lifetime
subscription to Car and Driver, Roger
Whitaker albums ... the list goes on
and on. Boring is the bottom line.
Well, thank goodness for John Davis' book Gifts You Wouldn't Give
Your Mother. Compiled from dozens
of cheap mail-order catalogs, Davis'
paperback presents the "best of the
worst" in sensational gifts, guaranteed to put any mother's love to the
test. Included with each of the 58 gifts
listed are prices and ordering addresses: these are all real items that,
for the appropriate fee, can be delivered to anyone anywhere.
But are these gifts really that bad?
Well, there's really only one way to
find out - find a guinea pig and put
them to the test.
"Hi Mom. it's Greg. Hey, I've got
this book of unusual gifts here and I
thought that some of them might be
kind of different for Mother's Day."
"Well that sounds interesting, dear.
1 thought you'd forgotten all about
Mother's Day like you usually do.
What did you have in mind?"
"Well, how about a five pound bag
of bat guano?"
"What's that?"
"Ub, well... It's bat doo-doo. You
know, kind of like dog doo-doo except
from bats."
"Oh. Why would I want that? After
all of those diapers I changed? Let the
bats keep it"
"Ok, bad idea. How about some-

thing like a stuffed piranha?"
"A stuffed piranha. I see. No, I
don't want one of those, thank you."
"Hmmm. Ok, here's one. How
about a button that says 'I'd KOI
Flipper For A Tuna Sandwich'? "
'that's gross, Gregory! (ub, oh she only calls me that when she's
mad) I like Flipper! I remember all
of those shows on TV; be was so
smart Didn't he die? I'd kill a tuna to
save Flipper."
Needless to say, these gifts didn't go

Mother's Day gifts that
could make you an orphan
that I simply didn't have the guts to
suggest to Mom. Being an animal
lover, she certainly wouldn't appreciate the C.H.O.W. (Cat Haters Of the
World) t-shirt which features a cartoon feline being pureed in a blender.
And she would surely have burned my
graduation pictures if I had sent her
an envelope stamped "VJX ClinicUrgent Report" Mom is openminded, but I know when to quit.
For 15.96, Gifts You Wouldn't Give
Your Mother is a pretty good deal.
Lots of strange, sometimes rude, gifts
and snappy commentary by Davis
make it a better buy than the average
movie ticket for about the same price.
The book is a great gag gift if your
mother is a true liberal who likes a
good laugh, or sweet revenge if you
happen to have a mother luce Joan
Crawford (there are a couple of semisicko items). Most of the items in the
book cost anywhere from S3 to $15,
certainly not too much to spend on
dear Mom

FMOAY/Stl

AtmM
Ym

the "Peabrala Hat" from the book, Gifts You Wouldn't Give

over very well. However, Mom did
like the Peabrain Hat ("I could give it
to my boss") and the vinyl Barbaric
Jewelry ("Good for parties"). The

Bottled Bad Breath suggestion
brought silence on the other end of the
phone.
There are some items in the book

So take a chance this year and defy
John Davis' claim: give your mother
one of these gifts. Q you survive, it
just might be one Mother's Day you'll
never forget.
Greg Klerkx is a senior magazine
journalism major from Mt. Clemens,
Ml who is taking his mother to Burger
King for Mother's Day.

USA for Africa continues to dominate charts
(AP)The following are Billboard's
top 10 hit singles and albums lor
this week.
HOT SINGLES
l."Crazy For You" Madonna (Geffen)
t"We Are the World" USA For
Africa (Columbia(-Platinum (More
than 2 million singles sold.)
S."Don't You" Simple Minds
(A*M)
4."Rhythm of the Night" DeBarge
5. "One Night In Bangkok" Murray
Head (RCA)

Station (Capitol)
7"Smooth Operator" Sade (Portrait)
•."Everything She Wants" Wham
(Columbia)
9."Obsession" Animotion (Mer10."Everybody Wants to Rule the
World" Tears For Fears (Mercury)
ALBUMS
1." We Are the World" USA For Africa
(Columbia)-Platinum (More than 1
million units sold.)
2. "No Jacket Required" Phil Collins (Atlantic (-Platinum
S."Born in the U.S.A." Bruce
Springsteen (Columbia(-Platinum

(MCA)-Platinum
5."Like a Virgin" Madonna (Sire)Platinum
{."Diamond Life" Sade (Portrait)
7."Southern Accents" Tom Petty &
The Hearthreakers (MCA)
8."Centerfield" John Fogerty
(Warner Bros. (-Platinum
9."Make It Big" Wham (Columbia (-Platinum
10."Private Dancer" Tina Turner
(Capitol (-Platinum
BLACK SINGLES
l."We Are the World" USA For Africa
(Columbia (-Platinum
r'Rhythm of the Night" DeBarge
(Gord*) xt*e m «r«? wx«

Lite)
4."In My House" Mary Jane Girls
^"Smooth Operator" Sade (Portrait)
6. "Lost In Love" New Edition
(MCA)
7. "You Give Good Love" Whitney
Houston (Arista)
S."I Found My Baby" The Gap
Band (Total Experience)
9. "Meeting in the Ladies Room"
Klymaxx (Constellation)
lfc'-'Eleetric Ladyv Cm Funk Jtnn
MMWIMMMMM 'if
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THE miDWEST'S PRETUIERE
TtAUAn REStAURAIlt

874-9309
W« Prov/d« You tV/t/i...
•A Variety ol si»«
•Comwifcjnt Hour*
•Easy Accra
•Security

or Your Personal Needs.
• HouMhoMgood*
•Recreational
• Clothing
•Fumltura

2121 S. Reynolds Rd. Toledo, Ohio

Lunch. Dinner & Late Night Cravings
Featuring Our Famous Italian Buffet
•AV

v.;.y.;.v.y.qy.v.V.v.v,

Across From Southwyck Mall
Open Daily 11 am to 2:30 pm
WAV
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Packing up: College memorabilia
brings past events to senior's mind
by Tereso Perrettl
I've been searching.
Searching this tired old town of
Bowling Green. No I'm not searching
for the best pizza in town or the
cheapest beer, I'm looking for boxes
to pack op everything I've acquired
over the past four years of college.
It is time to put all of the memories
behind me and begin shuffling
through all of the things I know!
wont need now that I'm going to be a
responsible, working adult.
I've always enjoyed packing at the
end of the school year because it is a
great excuse to get out of studying for

finals. Once you start packing you
have to look at all your photo albums,
papers, posters, mugs and anything
else that brings back those pleasant
memories.
Imagine after four years how long it
would take you to pack everything
that reminded you of something, that
reminded you of something else and
soon...
I'm trying not to be sentimental. I
really need to get rid of the plastic
beer mugs, the endless posters, the
tiny pins with off-the-wall sayings, the
tye-dyed Levi's that are full ofholes,

the endless stacks of the BG News
which contain my name (Really, I'm
not on an ego trip. I'm just afraid I'll
never see my byline again - Hear
about any jobs in journalism lately?)
and all of the ticket stubs, cartoons
and BGSU souvenirs overflowing the
stolen milkcrates in my room.
I fiqure now that I'm going to be out
in the real world I should be mature
enough and generous enough, to know
mat the Salvation Army and Goodwill
are dying to get their hands on my
"college clothes" and other knick
knacks that would go for about 5 cents
a shot.

I don't think I could stand it if I saw
someone walking around Toledo with
one of my favorite sweatshirts - They
wouldn't know how many parties and
football games, warm-ups and classes
that shirt has seen.
If clothes could talk.
Mine would probably tell me they
want to go back to college for four
more years.
Teresa Peretti, a personal friend of
Friday editor Larry Harris and assistant managing editor of the BG News,
la a senior magazine major from
Toledo whoisstul searching for employment
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New Tom Petty disc a disappointment

| by Greg Corner

alone" is good advice
for him.
Still, one must appreciate T.P.'s attempt at progressing
musically. But I like
his music Just the way
it was; good, solid
rock with a hint of
blues. Nothing fancy,
just songs to get your
adrenaline racing and
blood pumping.
"Southern Accents"
contains several cuts
that reflect the Tom
of yesterday. A
of examples,
and "Dogs
on the Run," are good
rockers containing
that Old T.P. sound;
super rhythmic gui-

Indeed Tom Petty
and his Heartbreakers
were correct in calling
their newest release
"Southern Accents."
A majority of the LP
radiates that downhome feel, a little too
much for my taste.
"Make it Better
(Forget about Me)"
offers an interesting
twist The song has
that country air to it
while injecting some
horns. The born section seems to be an
important element for
Petty on "Southern
Accents." A gallant
effort, but "better left

tars (Petty on Lie 12string, Mike Campbell
on lead), keyboards
from Benmont Tench
and of coarse that
whiny vocal provided
by Petty himself.
However, bis vocals
on this record become
annoying. The whiny
quality that is his
trademark seems to
rub cross-grain by the
close of the first side.
Petty sounds better
and more natural
when he doesn't force
that drawl.
"The Best of Everything" is a slow song
with soft, mellow
boms and is typical of
Petty's ballad style.

Another fine cut,
"Marys New Car," is
also reminiscent of
Old Tom Petty. Nice
sax touch, too.
Some critics have
said that "Southern
Accents" is T.P.'s best
work to date, but I beg
to differ. This LP is
only a fair effort; he's
capable of a much
higher calibre product
then this.
Highlights: "Dogs
on the Run" and
"Marys New Car."
Out of a 1 to 10 scale
this record rates a 6.
Greg Comer is a senior radio-televisionfilm major from
Brunswick, Ohio.
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NEW RELEASES: WHAT'S HOT
AND WHAT'S NOT
Eric Oapton-"Behind the Sun"The master of Blues guitar; "Forever
Man" kicks. Enough said, rates a 4.
Autograph-"Sign in Please"-The
only bright spot on this LP is "Turn
UP The Radio." Sorry, this Metal
band lacks. Maybe a new lead guitarist might be a good idea. He went to
the Eddie VanlLalen School of Tapping; he knows all the tricks but lacks
the melodic fundementals. Take some
more lessons buddy. This record rates
•1
CORNER'S "MUST" LIST FOR
SUMMER LISTENING
1. Honeymoon Suite-"Honeymoon
Suite"
2. Bryan Adams-"Reckless"
3. RUSH-"Grace Under Pressure"
4. Soundtracks from "The Blues
Brothers" and "Animal House"
5. The Heavy Metal album of your
choice.

Kim Mitchell album a waste of vinyl
By Greg S. Corner
Kim Mitchell, former guitarist for
the now defunct Canadian outfit Max
Webster, has re-released his solo project entitled "Akimbo Alogo."
This LP launches really hot and
promising with "Go for Soda," the
first single off the record which starts
with a slightly-chorused blues guitar
line, breaking into a nasty, distorted
power chord. This cut is quite catchy
but, unfortunately, is the best this
record has to offer.
Mitchell definitely has an affinity
for blues guitar and is quite good at it
when he decides to play the damn
instrument. He is very disappointing
in the fact that this isn't all that often.
I think the key phrase here is

"missed opportunities." The first
problem is that the record is ambiguous; it takes no direction in as far as
one particular musical genre. This is
fine and is often a breath of fresh air
from a musician that follows many
musical styles. For "Akimbo Alogo/'
this is the final nail in the coffin. Bury
this one, people.
The second error by Mitchell is that
all of the songs are merely frameworks of songs with a beginning,
middle and end. There is no body to
the songs what-so-ever.
Take "All we Are" (a ballad) and
"Called Off," for example. Both
tracks have exceptionally good melodies going for them, but Mitchell fails
to build on those strong points. Again
there's nothing in the middle save

some fine synth fills. Here's the
missed opportunity: he could laid
down some awesome blues guitar
over those keys to make them sizzle
right off your turntable. "Akimbo
Alogo" does have its moments,
though. "Caroline" is optomistic for
Mitchell, featuring one of those good
synth fills hammered home with a
couple of really nice blues breaks.
I am very disappointed with lyricist
Pye Dubois who doesn't say a great
deal of meaningful things on this LP.
He helped Neil Peart of Rush on a few
of their ealier tunes. Surely when you
study with the master, you must learn
something. All-in-all, this not-good
work deserves an "A," but only for
effort.
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Senior thanks those who
made graduation possible
by Lorry Harris
Graduation is like the Oscars. The
ceremony lasts forever. You're always amazed at who gets recognized.
And the most boring, unimportant
people talk the longest.
As tempted as I am to announce "I
deserve this" in my 2.3 seconds of
glory as I shuffle across the stage to
receive my empty diploma case from
a man I've probably never met before, 111 settle for abusing my editorial privilege to say a word of thanks
to those who have made BGSU more
than Just another four-letter word to
me.
First, to my good friend Dr. Paul
Olscamp: Thanks in advance for coming to my graduation. I have always
supported you in my writing, to the
point of alienation from my friends.
Vou are also invited to my graduation
party. I have told my parents all
about you, and they are dying to meet
£ou. It's BYOBW (bring your own
londe wife).
Next, to Professor Cathy Pratt, my
lifetime guru: The University says
you need a PhD. I say you need a
vacation. Thanks for' 'showing me the
light" when I was looking for a major.
To Patti Ritter, BG News editor:
Thanks for giving me free reign over
Friday. I told you our "Sex as Entertainment" issue wouldn't get us into
any trouble. little did I know it was
being translated into seven different
languages, though.
To my favorite campus metermaid:
Thanks for pointing out to me that I
had violated the law, and then turning

around and throwing your cigarette
on the ground.
To my bestest friend in the whole
world, Gary Fahle: Even though you
publicly support Big Boy, I want to
thank you for saving me from joining
a fraternity. I didn't win the Beta, but
I saved a lot of money.
To all the scholastic honoraries who
turned me down for membership:
Thanks for nothing.
To Myle's Pizza, the official snack
food of the 1965 graduating class:
Thanks for delivering.
To my future employer: Thanks for
doing both me and you a big favor.
To the Friday staff: Thanks. You're
the best writers that'll work for free.
To Dr. Nancy Shafer, my stats prof:
Thanks for giving me a "B" and
saving my GPA.
To the Michael Stanley Band:
Thanks for not coming to Bowling
Green.
To my parents: When I wanted a
Porsche, you gave me the '73 Impala.
When I left nome, you let me go
without an argument (Funny, though.
You didn't even hesitate. Were you
trying to tell me something?). Thanks
for teaching me the meaning of responsibility and that love is earned,
Finally, to one heck of a great
readership: Thanks for voting, reading and your comments. Without you,
we would be the Bowling Green Review.
Larry Harris, with tears forming in
his eyes as his writes his last words
ever at Bowling Green, is a soon-to-be
duate in public relations from
lyne, Vtuo.
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I'm from Nevada, the real 'show-me' state"

6615

by Shelly Trusty
I'm from Nevada, you know, that
state where prostitution is legal. I get
a lot of jokes about it ("Hey Shelly,
what kind of job did you get for the
summer?") But I get my play of the
jokes as well. A couple of days ago a
friend of mine asked me if I collected
pennies, "Just leave them on the
night stand like everyone else," I
said. My mother even mkes about it:
"Remember you're from Nevada
honey-never do anything for free that
you can get paid for!" Of course she
isn't serious (?).
Legalized prostitution is something
I never really thought about much
while I was growing up. It sort of
comes with the territory I guess. The
only legalized prostitution in Nevada
is restricted to certain brothels in
certain counties. It is not legal in
Washoe County (where Reno is located), but only 15 miles from Reno,
in another county, lies one of the

largest brothels in the world. It's
called "Mustang Ranch" and looks
sort of like a one-story hotel surrounded by trailers. Mustang is isolated in a valley covered with
sagebrush bushes and not much goes
on around there except... Well, you
know.
I hear Mustang in up for sale now,
but for many years Joe and Sally
Conforte have run the "Ranch." They
have become household words in Nevada. It may sound strange to a midwesterner, but some Nevadans really
like the Confortes. They are in the
habit of buying hundreds of turkeys
for underpriviledged families during
the holiday season, contributing to
charities and supporting artistic
events.
Besides the fact that the Conforte
family is constantly aiding the state
with their philanthropic activities,
most Nevadans are indifferent to, and

some prefer having prostitution in the
state. Some local traditions have
grown up around the availability of
legalized prostition. One tradition I
have heard rumors about is sort of a
"right of passage." Some fathers, it is
said, offer a unique present to thenson on his sixteenth birthday ... the
father offers to pay a prostitute to
"teach" his son about the birds and
the bees. The father's rationalization
behind this practice usually goes
something like this: "I'd rather have
my son get the experience he wants
with a paid prostitute than with my
neighbor's daughter." Providing, of
course, that the neighbor's daughter
is not a prostitute.
Oh, but don't think that prostitution
in Nevada is restricted to females.
There are male prostitutes, too. I
haven't heard as much about the
males as I have about the females,
but I know they exist, after all, Ne-

vada is a progressive state!

Because of prostitution, Nevada has
had its share of unique problems.
Several years ago there was an uproar when several "girls" from the
Moonlight Ranch won the Governor's
trophy in the annual children's Fourth
of July parade. According to a rather
tongue-in-cheek Nevada State Journal article, the judging was 4-1 in
favor of the Moonlight Ranch entry.
There was only one judge who was a
women, and she voted against the
entry.
Overall, legalized prostitution
doesn't really effect most Nevadans but make sure you never call an
employed woman in Nevada a "working girl" unless you are sure of her
profession.
Sbelly Trusty is an innocent English
major from Reno, Nev. who is expecting to hear a lot more prostitutejokes
after this is printed.
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Bartending: getting paid for going out
As a door-checker at Main Street,
Bice is the first and last worker to see
customers. He notices the changes.
"Lots of them (customers) leave with
v
a glaze on their face," he said. ■
And some of them leave (or try to)
with even more. Bice remembered a
time when a five foot, six inch customer tried to sneak out with a five
foot, ten inch pool stick.
But Bice is not without tricks of his
own. One night he placed a fake $20
bill by the door. "Two out of every
four people that passed by bent down
and picked it up, he explained. Interestingly, each of them put it exactly
where they found it when they recognized it was fake.
To make sure that customers aren't
smuggling bar property out the door,
Bice is told to tap customers as they
leave. "There have been a few times
that I've tapped the wrong person or
In the wrong place," he admitted.
Although he's had to break up a few
fights, Bice said. "I haven't really
been in barroom brawls."
Kevin McNerney has worked in
bars at home, as well as Marguarita's. Main Street and Sundance in
Bowling Green.
McNerney said, "Working in bars
changes your impression of people. It
makes you wonder if that's how you
act (when drinking)."
He cited an incident at Main Street
when a customer was injured. A
Uptown's Abby Haabaer whips up a delightfully refreshing alcoholic beverage. group of football players challenged a
guy to run into and tackle a pillar in
FHOAY/Ui Alton
& bar. So he did.
"Most people are friendlier when
they drink," McNerney said, but it
by Pattl Brazzill
seems that some are just more coneven a little more.
fused.
Four people are milling in fifty
"I have to put myself in the mood to
McNerney described another incidifferent directions at high speed in a work," said Michelle Roy, senior condent at Main Street when a girl passed
small, enclosed space; voices from all struction technology major and Stuin the restroom after closing. He
sides are demanding attention; and.
61in's co-worker at out
woke her up, but she refused to leave
ptown/Downtown. "I'm a different
for the fifth time, someone has spilled
without her grey coat. After a long
a red, sticky, alcoholic mixture from person when I'm bartending."
search, she decided her coat was red
overhead ... slammered again...
Roy, who likes to dance behind the
and quietly exited the bar.
"It's kind of like going out and bar to "keep awake - and happy,"
Although it may be nerve-wracking
getting paid for it," Mark Stuplin, said bar workers have to be nice to
to deal with bar crazies, most bar
senior advertising major, said, de- people. "You can pick your friends,
workers would have to agree with the
scribing his job as bartender at Up- but you can't pick customers," she philosophy
of Theresa Boeckman,
town/ Downtown.
said.
head cocktail waitress at Milton's:
"It's a fun place to work," he said,
Doug Bice, sophomore physical ed- "It's funny to watch people - I love
then added, 'tut you've got to keep a ucation maior, has his own attitude it"
sense of humor."
about bar drinkers. "They do more
Patti Brazzill is a junior public
It seems that life behind the bar can things that they wouldn't do sober... relations
major from Toledo.
be as fun as the other side, and maybe they have more courage, "he said.
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Meet the crew of Friday
by the Friday staff
DLaura Myers, whose quest for
insanity has led to a liberal arts
education combining journalism with
computer science, is praying for an
internship with Marathon Oil this
summer. Laura's favorite part of
writing for Friday Magazine was the
research for her stories-shopping in
Toledo and viewing strip shows can be
pretty tough work.
2)Greg Klcrki once talked to Billy
Joel's press agent but was still unable
to swing a nude photo session with
Christie Brinkley. In his ongoing
search for creative Nirvana, Greg

will be interning this summer as a
general assignment reporter (whatever that means) for the Huntington
Herald-Press in Huntington, Indiana.
Oh, yeah. He's Friday editor next fall,
too.
3)Mike Lawson is still in search of
the quintessential closing paragraph.
4)Trbh Cleary, former illustrator
of "Clear Views" and a 1964 University graduate, is currently working in
her hometown of Norwalk, Conn. Yet,
she still manages to find time for
visits to B.G. to appear in staff photos.
5)Tracey Batdorf, a once innocent
freshman journalism major (before
doing an article for the hot sex issue—
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"yes, Larry, I AM old enough to at
least know what the word means")
will also be spending this summer in
{ammin' "B" town like fellow
Irunswickian, Greg Comer. She will
be putting her journalistic skills to use
as a cashier at a local department
store.
6 (Connie Perkins, jobless but hopeful, has a good shot at a public relations position in the "Big Apple." If
New York doesn't come through for
her, she plans to jet to Europe in June,
ride the gondolas in Venice and meet
a romantic Italian gentleman to help
her overcome the depressions of being unemployed.
7)Amy Whiteford, whose heart still
belongs to the broadcast medium,
took a position on the Friday staff
because she wanted to see how the
other half lives. She was planning on
spending a relaxing summer sipping
pina coladas and lounging next to her
pool at her cottage in Waterville, but
instead decided to accept a "real"
reporting job at WMEE/WQHK in
Fort Wayne.
8)Larry Harris, Friday editor,
chose his career path carefully. Public relations looked the easist (no
language requirement), he said. He
describes his work on Friday as "better than working for nothing" and,
when he isn't hanging out in porno
bookstores, be enjoys throwing catsup
packets on the sidewalks and watching people step on them. After graduation, tie plans to write his memoirs
and do a national book tour. BG will
not be one of the stops.
9)Marcella Grande, who narrowly
escaped the almighty "F" in a genetics course she never needed, will be

interning at a Cleveland hospital this
summer so she can hang out in the
genetic research lab and apply everything she learned. But before then,
she will drop by Asbury Park, New
Jersey to check out the Boss's"
roots.
10)Kim M. Zitko, a Sicilian senior,
hopes to graduate in August.. .if she
es Human Sexuality. (Dr. Al■, are you reading this because
plans to be Dr. Ruth Westheimer's press agent? If she passes Sex
class, that is.)
11 (Andrew Perles, Mr. always-in-agood-mood, is again working at the
fun-filled, sun-filled Utopia of Cedar
Point. Andrew thought of attending
classes this summer, but then be lost
his buzz and realized what he had
said. Before writing for Friday, Andrew was an innocent little boy. After
being forced by slavedriver/editor
Larry Harris to produce an article on
X-rated movies, his whole outlook on
sex has changed. What a little exposed skin can do for a person! Right
Amy?
12)Liz Allen, Friday photographer
who doesn't really care what other
people think, aspires to become chief
photographer for Playgirl magazine.
13)Ttm Dehnboff was unavailable
for comment.
14)Carl Bnergler, one of the most
incredibly busy people you could ever
hope to meet, will be moving to the
number one city in the USA for an
internship this summer at the CarneS'e Institute of Pittsburgh. While
ere, Carl will think longingly of the
day he will be able to return to Bowling Green to write his next story
for Friday.
Too goad to be photographed:
Don Lee, who knows he's a cartoonist
because the people around him all
look funny, will be taking his note
pads, camera and ink pens to work for
a couple of newspapers near his
hometown of Swanton, Ohio, this summer. He || looking forward to this
because he will have two things he
never had while working for Friday
or the BG News: respect and money.
Greg Corner, the biggest RUSH fan on
this campus, wishes to express his
gratitude to Friday for letting him
expound his great musical knowledge
and prowess on the population of
BGSU. He hopes to return next fall
with more hair-raising phrases such
as "razor-like chord progressions."
He will spend the summer in the
thriving metropolis of Brunswick,
honing his own guitar skills and driving the neighbors batty with his renditions of Rush's "Best I Can" and the
"Working Man" solo.
Saelly Trusty is an innocent young
lass who came to the wilds of Northwest Ohio to get at least 2000 miles
away from her all too loving parents.
She was taken into the journalism fold
and corrupted beyond her wildest
dreams! (''Bless you, you love god,
Larry ... Ill never be the same!")
She plans to spend the summer as
editor of BG News. Fall semester she
will return as assistant editor of next
year's magazine. (Are you ready for
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Homemade dandelion wine converts
useless weeds into pleasing beverage
by Joe Phelan
For most people, the dandelions in
their yards are an unsightly nuisance.
But instead of killing the pesky plants
with herbicides, there is an alternative: you can drink them.
Dandelion wine is sweet and syrupy, and it's taste is different from
the typical grape vino.
According to the North American
Indian Center Cookbook, two quarts
of dandelion flowers are needed to
make a gallon of wine. Take the
blossoms and steam them in three
quarts of water in a large covered
kettle. A stainless steel dutch oven
should be used, but any large pot will
do.
After the flowers are boiled, set the
kettle aside and allow the flowers and

liquid to sit for 24 hours. This is the
first of several waiting periods. Patience will be a virtue in making
dandelion wine since you won't be
able to taste the fruits of your labors
for about three years. But it will be
worth the watt.
While waiting, prepare for the next
step. Find a wide-mouthed bottle at
least one gallon in size, a rubber
stopper with a hole in it, and a plastic
hose. Fit the hose into the stopper and
put the other end of the hose into a
quart jar of water. All of the hoses and
bottles should be washed with soap
and water before use.
This device is a "bubbler," and is
used when the liquid ferments. As it
ferments, chemical reactions produce
alcohol and carbon dioxide gas. The
bubbler lets the gas escape through
the tube which bubbles out in the

water. The end of the tube in the jar of
water lets the gas escape without any
outside air reaching the wine. •
After 24 hours, take the liquid from
the kettle and strain out the flowers.
Keep the juice in a clean gallon bottle.
Then add three pounds of sugar, a half
cup of raisins and one cake of yeast.
Let the mixture stand for nine days
in the bottle with the bubbler attached. After a few days it should
bubble a great deal. Just set it aside
and occasionally check that there is
enough water in the quart jar to keep
the tube submerged.
After nine days, strain the raisins
and other sediment from the juice by
siphoning the juice through a sieve.
Take another piece of rubber tubing
and twist it into small circles at one
end. After letting go, it will retain a
little curl.

HE-LMT-IA'.
HE IIO-TOEFl
KPflH-KIT
"im-iMT-MT
VI

Medium 2 Item Pizza
2 Cokes

Put the curled end of the tube into
the bottle with the curl facing up.
Draw the liquid out of the tube and
start siphoning it into another bottle.
The curl in the bottom of the tube will
keep the end of the tube off of the
bottom of the bottle, separating the
sediment and raisins from the juice.
After all the juice is strained, let it
stand with a bubbler on the bottle for
about 45 days. Once again, check the
water level in the bubbler every few
days. Now siphon the wine into
smaller bottles to age. The bottles
should be corked or sealed with a
screw top.
Two or three years later, it will be
time to crack the seal and enjoy. The
taste of that delicious, sweet wine will
be worth all tbt work and waiting.
Joe Phelan is a senior photojournalism major from Maumee, Ohio.
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Feminist brings unique humor to campus
Kate Clinton believes the feminist
movement has humor, and she has
found that humor can be used to teach
others about the feminist movement.
Clinton has trained as a stand-up
comedian and composes and arranges all her own material. She has
coined the word "fumorist," a combination of the words "feminist" and
"humorist" to explain her dual purpose performance.
In an ariticle from the Oakland,
Cal. Tribune Clinton says, "A lot of
what passes for humor now is Just
escapism. I still consider myself very
much of a teacher. I have a definite
purpose. A lot of comic don't. I do fish
jerky humor, it's good for the brain
and there's something to chew on."
Clinton, a former nigh school English teacher, has performed throughout the United States since 1961 and
she has cut two comedy albums,
"Kate Clinton: Making Light!" and
"Making Waves."
Clinton will appear at the University tomorrow, May 4 at 8 p.m. in the
Joe E. Brown Theater. Her performance is sponsored by Women for
Women. Tickets may be purchased at
the door for $3 with a student I.D. and
$5 for all others. Information about
the performance may be obtained by
calling the Women's Center at 37222S1.

COURTESV/ltoklng LljM Production

G3^9D LUCK ON FINALS^
Jhe University Bookstore thanks you for your past
^patronage! For your Fall semester shopping convenience, we will be open Saturday 8/24 before
classes begin, from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. and
Sunday 8/25 from noon until 6:00 p.m.

&

CONGRATULATIONS TO OUR
GRADUATING^ENIORS

UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE
Have a safe trip home!

^!!T:!:!^^^^^^:i

LI...
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Students recall best memories from past
by Trocey Botdori
In years to come, college graduates
will reminisce on four years filled
with meeting new people, all-nighters, parties and unforgettable events.
To find out what makes college life so
memorable, Friday took to the streets
to ask students their "best" memory
thus far at Bowling Green State University.
For Karen Reddy senior social
work major, her freshman year was
one she seemed to reflect on the most.
"Especially meeting everyone at the
bars, namely Uptown. I probably
haven't been there since my freshman year because of more academic
commitments. It matters when you
get up there (referring to status).'
Nancy Glanville, sophomore undecided major, feels a certain Hot Tub
Party with one floor of girls and one
floor of guys from her dorm was
memorable. "We never really knew
each other, but when we got together
it was platonic ... but still fun/'
For many, the Manville Madness
bash last year will stick out in their
minds.
"It was one opportunity to spend
with all my friends at once," said
Wendy DeGarmo, senior IPCO major.
"There was a band. It was sunny out
Everyone partied together, and it

"When I was a sophomore, UAO had an event
called the Dating Game. Some friends wanted
me to be on It Just for a Joke because I'd be the
only black guy on the panel. I wasn't trying to
win, but the girl picked bachelor number two...
me. We were supposed to go out to dinner, but
we never did. In fact, I still have the free gift
certificate for a free dinner at home."
— Daryl Thomas
didn't matter what 'group' you were
in. Nobody cared."
David Holmes, sophomore accounting/MIS major, agrees. "It was just
starting to be springtime and everyone was rowdy. It was a change from
the norm, not your average party."
Sporting events proved to be memorable to some students, fans and
players alike. For Duane Funk, sophomore criminal justice major, his
first season in rugby will always
stand out in his mind. "I got to meet a
lot of new people, go to a Tot of parties
and travel to different schools."
Al Freeman, sophomore sports
management major, said, "The best
sporting event I have ever seen in my
whole life was the second time BG

PREFERRED PROPERTIES
NOW LEASING FOR SUMMER AND FALL
835 High St. - Rental Office
Locottd ot Chmrrywood Health Spa

352-9378

9:00

■ AM

Monday - Friday

HAVEN HOUSE
PIEDMONT-8th & HIGH ST.
BIRCHWOOD PLACE - 650 SIXTH ST.
SAAALL BLDGS. - AAANVILLE BETWEEN
6th & 7th
707 SIXTH ST.
818 SEVENTH ST.

Features:
2 bedroom-carpeted S furnished Laundry areas in each building
Gas heat - gas cooking
Residents pay only electric
(Landlord pays gas)
Lots of closet space
1 1/2 bath

Special Features
All residents will be granted membership to the Health Spa.
A new facility which has been built features the following:
• Hydro Spa Whirlpool
• Indoor Heated Pool

• Sun Lamps
• Metos Sauna

* Shower massage
• Complete Exercise Facilities and Equipment
Other Rentals
Houses, Efficiencies; 1 bdrm.
Furnished & Unfurnished

played OSU in hockey."
Initiation into fraternities and sororities proved a big part of many
students' memories. Sandra Cully,
senior journalism major, said, "The
day I was inititated into Phi Kappa
Phi last April was memorable because my whole family was with me."
"I really can't say why it was
memorable, but it was when I was
inititated into the business fraternity,
Delta Sigma Pi," said Sarah Kauffman, sophomore finance/MIS major,
Daryl
pi Thomas, senior creative writing major describes his college memory, "when I was a sophomore, UAO
had an event called the Dating Game
between Harshman and Prout. Some
friends of mine wanted me to be on it

just for a joke because I'd be the only
black guy on the panel.
"I wasn't trying to win, but the girl
picked bachelor number two ... me.
We were supposed to go out to dinner,
but we never did. In fact, I still have
the gift certificate for a free dinner at
home."
Dave Nesbitt, senior retailing major, came to BG on an exchange
program from New York and feels
thatthis memory was "a good opportunity to travel and meet fellow
Ohioans."
Some students don't have one particular memory in mind. Such is the
case with Wendy Caldwell, senior
criminal justice major. "My first
football game was great because I
came from a small nigh school and
wasn't used to beingin a stadium with
such a big crowd. The Beta 500 was
something to see. So was my trip with
the BG gospel choir to Atlanta for a

coiejrt."

BUI James, senior computer science major sums up most students
best memory. "My freshman year,
when I first met all my friends. We've
always been together, about 10 or 15 of
us having classes ana going to parties
together. We always talk about that,
how we've managed to stay together."
Tracey Batdorf, Friday's only
freshman staff writer, is a journalism
major from Brunswick, Ohio.

-■

PUFF'S
440 E. Court PIZZA

352-1596

1 Large 2 Item Pizza

5.95

Free Delivery

J
Wishes you

GOOD
LUCK
ON FINALS!
Get involved

in UAO - half*
piin summer
programs!
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Solution offered to "Bar Stamp Dilemna
by Stacey Longocre
You downed a few too many beers
last night, and now the
of a Miller just isn't as
' as it was then, but that isn't
what's bothering yon.
It's that darn bar stamp. Not that
anvone would really notice the purple
color on your hand, but a stamp is
bard to hide when it's smudged on
your right cheek.
Yes, you did it again. You slept with
your face on your hand, and your
hangover is only going to be intensified by the snickering of those you
encounter until it wears off.
To make matters worse, moisture
from sweating has caused the stamp
to run, and now you have little rivers
on your skin. Clothes can also be
easily ruined by the accidental
smudging of a wet stamp.

The old fashioned, sensible soap
and washcloth follows up the sticky
hair spray that didn't help either.
After relentless rubbing, all you end
up with is a red and purple raw hand
and cheek.
Soon, you'll have gone through the
entire medicine cabinet, and reasonable ideas give way to notions like
"maybe 111 paint over it with White-

It's not just the fact that your face
looks as if it has purple spider veins,
but the phone rings and the sound is
magnified one hundred times in y our
already pounding head. You grit your
teeth and grab at the phone, luckily
connecting on the first try.
"Hello,'' you manage to softly say.
"Hi, dear. Your father and I are
coming up to visit you today since you
studied so hard ... and on a Friday
night no less."
Then it dawns on you after you hang
up. Obviously, you weren't studying
all night as vou have "19" stamped on
- right hand, cheek and left pant

There's a knock at the door, and you
cringe a little at the thought of your
mother's disappointment. Luckily,
with some smooth manuevers, you
are able to shield the stamp from
view, and a sigh of relief rushes over
every muscle as your parents drive
away. Too close a call.
After years of close calls, you have
come to several conclusions on dealing with the Bar Stamp Dilemna.
First, make sure the parents aren't

lie strikes. With the old college
S, you grab the first thing you spot.
! peanut butter looks good, but
rubbing it over the stamp just doesn't
get rid of the color. It was even the
chunky kind, too.

in Saturday morning before
a Friday night of bar hopping is
planned.
Second, your mother will always
ask "what is that for?" no matter how
many times you honestly tell her it is
from going to the bars. "I told you
drinking isn't good for you. Look what
it does to your hands/' she probably
gloats.
Third, the concoction that seems to
work best on removing the problem is
an astringent such as Ten-O-Six. Commonly found in drug stores, this miracle worker can remove the stamp
almost completely.
Next time you're heading out for a
night on the town, stop off at your
local Lane's Drug Stores for some
astringent You'll be able to face that
bouncer without a worry in the world.
Stacey I^ongacrc Is a junior magazine major Bom Westlake, Ohio.

GREENBRIAR INC.
224 E. Wooster
352-0717

THE PHI MU'S WISH
EVERYONE GOOD LUCK ON
FINALS AND A SAFE,
HAPPY SUMMER

FRAZEE AVE. APARTMENTS
818 Thurstin, 624,670,656 Frazee Ave.

*
*
*
*
*

Leasing For Summer 1985

2 bedroom
2 baths
Furnished
Laundry facilities available
$450 per month-i-electric

Haven
House
Manor Apartments
at
1515 E. Woostcr

Women for Women is proud to
present an evening of feminist
humor with

SUMMER RATES
i 2 bedrooms - carpeted & furnished
> l'A baths
• Residents pay only lights
< Gas heat (Landlord pays gas)
< Lots of closet space
' Laundry areas in each building
• Free membership at the Cherrywood Health Spa
including the following facilities: Indoor pool,
tanning center, sauna, whirlpool, shower massage,
and complete exercise facilities and equipment

KATE CLINTON
Saturday, May 4,1985 8 p.m.
Joe E. Brown Theatre, Univ. Hall
Admission $3-5
For informaion call 372-2281

Rental Office: 835 High St. 352-9378
Located at the New Cherrywood Health Spa
Monday-Saturday 9:00-4:00

wmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmwmmmmmwmm

Childcare provided, wheelchair accessable
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Sabraoan Cabot
BJSPM PKA PULL CONTACT
KARATE
U.S.
L.ght
aa
ia
a I
*MB*
■*Pajbwl
M>iKiWvp*l>_rit
DOwl. aanan
"om
Baaamorrl. Tarn IR)
4:30
(TMO MOVIE ** Man 01 La
ManoM (IB72) Pata. OTopla.
Sophia Loran
SATUBBAY

i!

I TAXI
STAR TREK
BEST OF CARSON Hoal
JDhnnv Carton Guam Don Ricika. Jm FoMca IR)
IABC NEWS NIOHTLINE
• LATENIGHT AMERICA SoSadutad: audior Mchaal
MeOS I'TM MeOB Rapon on
Mala Imanaev "I. Fat Coma, am
and amanaiw nanl adtor trl "CBS
Morrw-j Naw».
on madia parcapaona ol woman.
• SANFORO AND SON
MPNI SPORTSCENTER
(TMO MOVIE w*wH -B>.

MAY 4. IBM

Ma
RHOOA
UNCLE MN
TRANSFORMERS

11

ATTENTION

football cards, album's, sheets,

WAYJUL

S. CENTER ST.

CYGNET

E. STST

CAHEf

119 £. FINDLAY

• MOTORWEEK
■SPH) SPORTSCENTER

MO

O
■
JIM
HENSON'S
MUPPETBASIEB
■ SMURFS
• MtOHTY ORSOTS
• SESAME STREET p
• WILD KINGDOM
•
COMPUTER
CHRONICLES
■EPN)
BUSINESS
TIMES
MANAGEMENT REPORT Up
■0 data kaanaaa ■aonnafn tor
■tduoVMJ I
auaa. tachnoiofy. and a a
(TMO MOVIE ** Tha Sang
T I1SS3) JatAat Qataaon. Mac
OrMa.

MO

•

DUNGEONS

B

DRA-

GONS
• MOVIE **H
"Joumoy
Through Tha »•» San'' (IB7SI
Manm Landau. Barbara Bain.
■ GREAT SPACE COASTER
« TURBO TEEN
LORN* GREENE'S NEW
WILDERNESS
■ EDUCATIONAL COMPUTING PROFLE
10:00
■ ■ BUGS BUNNY /
ROADRUNNER
■ RUSK. THE AMAZING
CUM
(ANCIENT LIVES
MOVIE ♦ • Taka A Hard
RtfJa" (1E7S) Jamaa Brown. Laa
vanCtaal.
■ NEW TECH TIMES
(ESPN)
WORLD
WOMEN (Rl

CLASS

MOO
■ ALVIN AND THE CHIPMUNKS
■ SCOOBY-OOO MYSTER-

chrcken murdara and lacaa up to

MO
(US. IPAIUalRSPORT
PANT
FANTASTIC FUN FESTIVAL
• ROMPER ROOM
(TMO MOVIE **•
Stele
Oallia"
(1937)
Barbara
Stanwyck. John Bokta.

etc. Come and see us for your
needs.
I
THE BULLPEN
1021 Revere Dr. & W. Poe Rd.
Bowling Green. Ohio 43402 '
Phone (419) 352-0276
Gary
OWN 12-8 Mondajy-Soturawiy

(TMO
MOV* ** "Daath
Hunt" (1BS1I CharlM Sronaon.
LaaMarvwi.

■
■
■
■
■

B CCrRONATION STREET

■ moo VIDEO

■ SCARY SCOOBY

FUN-

NIES
f MOTORWEEK
SQUARE FOOT GARDENING
ESPN) HORSE RACING Ftp
Kentucky Darby Pecae. eve from
ChurchrB Down* n LouktvBa. Ky

11:30

■ PRYOR'S PLACE
CORONATION STREET
MR.T
LITTLES L?
MOVE!

***#

Tha

Southarnar"
IIE4BI Zacharv
Scon. Batty fau
■ JOY OP PAINTING

.=

Hank Tha Cowdog" Arwnatad
Tha haad ol a aacwrrty oparaoon

THE BULLPEN

FINDLAY
418 S. MAIN ST.
1660 TIFFIN

B:30
(GET ALONG GANG
ESAME SI MET
| KIO-A-LITTLES
PINK PANTHER AND
EONS
9 BUPERFRIENOS: LEGENDARY SUPER POWERS

11:00
• ■ CSS SI OR t BREAK

cw*«*' laaatv o«. ■.

is buying & selling baseball and

LOCATIONS
BOWLING GREEN
100 S. MAIN ST.
1098 N. MAIN ST.
327 S. MAIN ST.

I BISK ITT*
AGRI COUNTRY
SNX1RKS
SUPERFRIENDS: LEGENDARY SUPER POWERS
SHOW
• VICTORY GARDEN

■ PtT ACTION LINE
CSPN) KENTUCKY DERBY
OAYBI)

TONrTE

11:30

•■M

(MOW

O GOOO ROCKIN' TONITE

1140

• DETROIT THIS WEEK

AFTERNOON

12:00
■ MOVIE t>*M Thay Or*/
M Thaa Mlllin I1E71I Jamaa
Oarmt. KMraWia Roaa.
IWHArS NEW? (Rl
SIMS SUNNY / ROAD
RUNNER

0 MOM MAII ANO HIS
AMAZING FRBINDS
■ ABC WEEKEND
Tha
Ohoal 01 Thomaa Kampa" Young
Jamaa Ha-rraon (Shana Saaafeo)
•nhati Bra ltd of an awh nandyman IGarratl O'Cormoi) to nd tha
town of tha practical-icaiofl ghoat
of a Wnveantury aorcarar. (Part
J of 21 (Rig
■ MOVIE *wvi
Taraan'a
Fight For Ufa" IIBMI Gordon
Scott. Eva Brant
• OUITINO
12:30
(MR. MICROCHIP (R)
SATURDAY
SUPERCADE
I INCREDIBLE HULK
AMERICAN
SANOSTANO Ouaata: Khraja I A
VVornan. a Low. a Friand.""
'low) Cydaa"). Patar Brawn
("Zaoja, Won't Danoa").
• VICTORY GARDEN Boh
Thornaon oflara mora traa on
•prmo garOarw-g: tha haY oparanonai Vrctory Garden Waal re vtartad.

ItOO
O NEWFOUNDLAND OUTDOORS
■ B4BEBAII Naw York Man
at Crncatnan Rada
• SQUARE FOOT OARDENINO
■ FRUGAL GOURMET Jeff
Srrath vote e paau factory and
praparae krvfaana wah mimi and
nrcohn. and anaja) Ivaa with Croc
cc* and three clwaeee
(TMO MOVIE **n -Somobody KaadHar Huaband 11078)
Farrah Fawoott. Jafl Bndgaa
1:90
• CAROL BURNETT ANO
FRIENDS
i STAR TREK
VIDEO GAME
9 JUSTIN WILSON'S
LOUISIANA COOKIN Prep.
rabon of ale wad okra. taratarl
pork ohopa wah mmt and baked
■ MOVIE ••>» The Eve 01
Frarvkanaiarn''IIEB4I Faaar Cuah■vg. Pater Woodthorp*
2:00
INORTHLANO
KENTUCKY DERBY PARADE From Loataiaal. Ky.:
Qrand marahal Raaamary Ctoonay
kvada ma-dang bende. Boan and
lajaVaroad etare at try* (Ntavja
lalataaleiB one of horaa racmg'a
moat praaagieua event* Hoata:

DiBenedetto's

T

Sub Me Quick
FREE 16 oz Soft Drink
with any Regular
Sub Purchase
Expires May 12-No detveiy tte speed ■
1«2i-WooaHfr.,
,a.... A
JM4643

17

a. it
VoBkad 1000. loop TV paraonakDM Don Silaopapr and Chnary
■ MARTHA MITCHELL C#
PO**«JM
WALK
ROAO:

OLRLTMAKBR M»M Har
tha MrtchaP. of Ifcpiajy—. Taaap
aruaaa har qudong tachruowaa and
■ ALOHA CHINA

MO

■ • KU BASKETBALL
•MrOrTOm
■ VMLDWONLO
VtCTOMY HARDEN Jm

MM" Saaod en <n». Com
noval. Maunkpd by a iiiyokpiout
hgura * aw. a man tafcaa up hat
naar duaaa aa art maatar tor a
ramify caught up In deoen. graad
and Ba.ay« (Fan I ol b> q
■ STAB SEARCH Guaata
MM Santad. Chrujtophar Alum m\
9 WLO AMERICA Many
Stouftar auryoya flip tthapplr ot
Amancan Mda. ndudxg tha arc
tic lain and tha roarpunnar (FIIQ
fTMCt MOVTf *t>H "MaUa)
Tha Oraak" I1M4) Judd Nataon
OanaOJaan.

7:»0

rounnad »Mh an aa-wdo: a rnani aty harNkcappad boy prop MM to

41 FNONT PAG* CMALUENOE p NHL HOCKEY NOTE:
That avanmg ■ progranwiMng may
ba ora-amp«ad by a Of-kdon Ftnat
pfayofl Qarrta.
0 WIEKENO MAGAZINE
raaturadr a muac wdao dabut of
"Oraa Tham Tomorrow by teoat
rnuaocaf ar IN t ■ of Tokado dona aa
a fund riPang aRort to Afnoan
farr-na raMf and local ludnay
luundatkan: JfarA-Thon. a danoa
tTirwjaa maraohon.
■■PN»a»PORTSCENTER

WJU.Q
01 A WOMAN OP SUBSTANCE Ovar Ma yaara
Emma'a Duaawaa growa to am
ptra ryoportkana. and aftar much
artaj aha flnda happaiaM with tha
daahwg Paul McG.li (Barry
Boatwacfc). Fa>«d*. har rtwanga
agatmt tha Favtaya * compawa
and har poaroon aa rrwtnarch ••
mana avtact (Part 2 o* 2)
(TkSO IwOVW **
Oajath
Hunt" (IMD Chariaa Bronaon.
LM MarvM. at tha
1130a a
Mount* and a front*/ trappar
«aga an old ban- aa cwdutnn
anaoachM on tha Canadkan wK-

MO

MO

OaUar and JaRray lyonp nMour
'Oymtata" and "prt-ata Raaort

oca
MO
O
SPORTSWEEKEND
tchaitdad
Vancouvar
SUparoraaa. mowaiyUa and off-toad
duna buggy hnap.. Ona Thouaand
Gumaaa and Two Thouaand Guav
tta horw racaa. Pom Nannipkat. England: Canadian Dana
Chamraonahe. pua Pont Toronto.
World Snookar Champonahaja
•rom Shaflkstd. aUpokano.
m OMAT CHf F» OT SAN

nuMaaco

•rOO
OK «WS ■MClAL
"Economic StMiwrm" A rapon on
kVeet Germany, m ««»*ch r«preeentatrvaa from CenecJe iha U-vt ■
•d Stem. Qnm Bman. itaV.
WMI Gwmanv. Japan and France
Eli py III a1 ■nOfWWMC recovery
nod* aff eemanta end prorjaama o*

• MOVW **H
Tha Hap
' (U?3> Ben Gar
• AUSTIN crrv LIMITS
Oon Wmwr\» I WMI Taua
Stjnoawriere Spac-i
Oon W.•iml parlor me Mm* of r» c*
a*ca and n iDonw) bv Teaae esrvgar ■
and Mnowrioari Butch llenoook
Townaa Van Zandt. Jmnva G*
mot* and De«d Maaay
m«OMOV«***H -Carnal
Knc-Madg*" (1971) Jack Netftolaon. Arthur Oarfunkal.

MO
V
WIOI
WORLD
OF
SPOFITS SchacMad
Calgary
Stampada Rodeo, from Calgary
AaMna: Mntuohv Oarbv c*a-faca
report. Tha Kentucky Oak > to
rtVM T—r BM ffaata at 1 1/B
rniaa, trom Church* Dowme *
Louevaa. Kv.
0J OMAT CMP* OF NCVV
ORLfANS
4:00
0 PQA OOLF MONV Toumamanl of Chamt-o"a thartj round.
tva from Carkabed. CeM
ft TONY BROWNS JOURNAL
• MUSIC INTrMt
4:90
m KINTUCKY OfRSY LM
from Church* Doaane a. Louavae.
• MAOtC OF OS. PAINTINO
■VNI TINNM Akm KMg Caa-

* oyumaciNTiB • >-

■watt NR. a»art; a hxaat on tha
OJ

aVMNASTrO

NCAA

Uan a and Woman a Champronah*a. Tha naajpn'a top I

|l*r»Ta*>i;T>«yiromanln

• NATUR* Th* proNa of tha
workfa moat popukar houaahotd
pat. tha dot- aBamoTraa a apacW.
cantunaa-otd <ak»tionah8>. Q
IaTTARTRCK
A OMAT AMERICAN
HOTEL A look at L Eim-iaoo. a
Bavarty HfN rkoW that boaata
up-noich raatauranta. ouaatv art
and 'oof-top muaotaf partormancaa at aunaat.

MO
Jm CSS NEWS
URCPORTS
AT THE MOVIES SchadL«ad Rosar Ebart and Gana Stakal
dhKuaa "rnuBBiaa m tha motnaa.'■ WE StNO... THAT THEY
SHALL STEAK
7:00
JMUFFEIS
REAL FISHING SHOW
HEE HAW Faaturad: Ala
bam. Lorna Menjan. Sob Uurphav. i an Eft*. Tha Hagara M
(DfVORCE COURT
0 SOUO OOLO Hoat rhek
Daaa. Cahoot; LM Harvnan
Guaoti. 0«rt Hartman. Kim
Camao. ftaw Etfajon. Frank* Va*
and tha Four Saaaorw. Eddra RaDbrtt. Kanrtv Rogara loiaan<k**vl and
_
MAlTtRPUCt
TH€ATIU 'Al for Lpya" Atlai a
apangar at cauPht ilaalaig age*
horn tha King famp/. ha bacontaa
lhaa raapacaad haad hand, g
* AAWMCAN COLLMPATl TAUNT »MOWCA»t
Siudam anapapnara. meAroUg
dancara and trarhrogaapan. Ma tor
a pnaa ol (2.000 at thra hnal t»
ant uuiiataddaa. Gwaata
lab
Hopa. Mary Hart, hana Ermrataa
and h«hard rtoundtraa

ma Mova ***
Oallaa"

111371

staaa
larbara

SwwartA. John Botap. A aiarlian
aportlcaa praryptatg for tha lora
c ha. daua>»»
of

01 01 COVER UP A vacanorv
">g
achooltaacriar
carry.ng
•600.000 turna to Dan, and Jack
to hatp wrhanri appaara fhat tha
loot <VM actuaty aitandad aa a
payoff to tha aaaaaiinatnw of a
OoatKalkMdar (HI
• MAR VIEW MIRROR A
part of tha NFS aama Canada
CartkM On"; 'Trtan Euaaara.' av
ck>oaa tootaga o< i*a ar war that
awnuady bad to V-E Oar. "Kan
BaaTa Namandy' faaturaa tha
photOO of Army photographar Kan
Bad arho WM a. Normandv on 0aay
a drjeun^antary antrrtad
tmm Oaya of W^ory" toMatng
Ralph Aaan and Lorr» Graa<>a
IB DfPPRENT STROKES Arnold and Sam don't know how to
raapond arhan thaw fnand Karon
lion Lodwi) ha* an apaapoc
aavura. Q
01 T.J. HOOKER Hoohar travoM to Chicago whara ha laama up
«Hth a mm oraotung datactn-a for
an undaroowar aaaiorimant to nab
apaararful drug daatar Q
OJ SEASONS OP A N AVAJOThta Nmaapmanaa tha ranga
of MaotytM found among ihrM
ganar Bttona of a Navafo farnaY bv8 on A/urona • Dmmcm Plataau
MOV«***H Tr«tand
CabbkM 119M) Saava McOuaan.
R«hard Oanoa An Amancan ai
patnata m toaad to taka a aaand
whan aha gunboat ha a on « hatd
undwa«ga
• MOVIE **V.
Blood On
Tha tun' (1M5) Janwa Cagnay
Syhaa Skdnay japanaai wartoda
iry to adanoa an Anvjnean nawa
paoarman Mho foraaaM Japan a
thraat to damooracy prior to tha
attack on Paan Harbor

IHCHI Ut>L FOOTBALL
Tampa pay landhp al Loa Anop-

01

MO

UNDER

OM

otto

BOO
01 • AlRWOLF haarka and
San tin i
putaua in tar national
th*vM who htia atolan a dangaroua Btactron< <tav*ca and plan to

hW
A BREAK Whan
bagv* to taw that Addy a

rtdad friend

01 LOW BOAT On a apaoal
cruaM to dta Cartbrtaan, a twjfy
woman aaaka a romance wtth a
kth man: a woman poaaa aa
to impraM har bcaa. Doc *

(formerly RomXu)

"HERE FOR ALL
YOUR HAIR NEEDS"
DEBBIE
JUDY
BEV

ITHl PflHONfH
MONTY rVTHON'l FLY-

moencua
• TAua raoM THE
OAWfOr Haarang tha aoMoa
rt a lortiata tadar. a aroman trom
a amal loara loam aata out 10 hnd
lha Sagmanan of har draarna
»ml TOP RANK BOXINO
Tommy Cordova va. Oaorga Np
wprro at a laaaf rrpgtn pout
■chatUadlor lOrounda. Mm At•nocCity. NJ 111
12:J0
0 TWUOKT ZONI

IMI

■ •OUL TRAIN

ll:4S

ROOF

Grandpa dawaM a adwfna U
conwnca M** and tha farr-ty mat
ha a aid! able to attract a woman.

10:00

tTMO MOVB •>•»
Soma
bod, KAad Har Hoaband 11I7U
Farrah Fawoatt. Jafl Bmlgaa

taa

!of an cad fnand. <R>
SIX WAR YEARS
HUNTER An aitarfanng TV
nawa raportar bfooka Hunaar'a ■>
.Mtigatwri of a CM* ttYvotnng an
arson* i with a panchant to oban01 MVSTERYI The Woman In
Whraa ' Baaad on Waste Coakna
novw Hauntad by a rrryatanoua
lajura at vwata. a man takaa up ha
now out*a aa an maaaar to a
farnrfy caught up m deceit, graad
and betrayal (Fart 1 of 51Q

91*90
«••■•
11

I NEWS
I NATIONAL
NATION Al Q
LIMITS Roy
AU»TINI CITY
Cl
OAaaon performa Working For
Tha Man." "Cryln"' and other
rate tram ha four deudoe of nv
*-c making
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER
fThtCl r-KTVIE *** V» Carnal
Knowledge (19711 Jack Nrchotaon. Anhu Qavfurthal Two man
aapraaa riwrtadry dVtoant atttudaa about woman and an aa
ttwy rorna-n fr*no* horn The- col
last vaara ai tha ISdOa through
rr-dd* aga for bod. of tham ay the
1970a ff

NIW
YORK
MOT
TRACK.! Scharuad na» v>oaoa
oy Milt
a (Into tha Groova I
AMa ( Star )
Abraa Mavara
CYou Oat dip taat o) Ma"); av
larytaati wnth USA lor Alnca pngara. Cartoa da Jaaua hoata From
Chcpgoi
■ MOVlt • Voting Houra
11 Mil hhchaal korapdo. Lap
Gran
1:30
■ NEW*

ajoo
aDpNII VORTSCCNTER

M8

■ MOV« *** "Catch-JJ
11*701 Alan Arkai. Marpn Balaam.
■ NEWS
(TalCI MOW ** » "MakPi*
Tha Grada 119*41 Judd FMaon.
DanaOaan.
1:00
■*>HI TENNt* Alan K«g Caamatchaa. from Laa Vagaa. Htn

m\

4;20
(TMCI MOVIE •• "Tha Song
a" M9P3I Jadua Gaaaaon. Mac
Daval.

11:IS

MAYS. I*

ONCWS

01
MOVIE **H
Gator
(1B7S) Burl Raynolda. Lauren
Kutton An Mrnoonatanar * n>cnMad by 8 'edera agent to
gather awttanoa to oomact a local
crarwboM
01 SATURDAY NIOHT LIVE
Tha Baot of SNL 1BS4<S8"
Cbpa laatitnng aoma of fftt mova
iriwTiOraDla morrwnta fram tr*
• MOHTV PVTMON'8 H-V-

10:00
I DAY C* DlfaCOVERY
I NOVA
I EMERGENCY
( WORK INO WOMEN
(TfaK) MOVIE *# VI ' Icaman
I1SB4) Tanothy Mutton. Undapy

ii

352-2107
...J ..

AT THi MTTIIOIHXITAN
MUatUH OT ART B* Bod
and h* h*nda vrart tha Matropc*
lan Muaaum of Art at Naur York.

no

tWREBTLINO
TONY *ROVVN* JOURNAL
MPNI FfBHINO: MARK *0■M-* *ALT WATIR JOUR11*0
■ ■ FACE THi NATION
From Bonn. Waat Garman* ana*
yap) of Pi ail ■Pill IbpBppn'a dtp 10
OJ Economc Summit.
■
MEETINO PLACE ArLhalapopn Fatar B. Moora con
ducta aarvana from St. Gaorgp a
Arajpoon Church at Oualph. Onttr-

THIS WlfK WITH OAvroamNKLiY
■ INTERNATIONAL EDITION
IEfrtll FI»HrN' MOLE

12 OO
I JEFFERSON*
WB.D KINOOOM An a
I Ihr
1 lo I
anad by watar poaubon at Lafca
KaraM and *a Zamoaat BMar.
■ HKJH aCHOOL QUIZ
Maumaara hupokton'
I NEW HCM TIMES
FAME Clao own achool attar
Chna armaa an untavorobla 'avurar
of har concart oartorrnanca
* NOVA A balund-tha-acprtaa
lOOk at NASA ■ woman aPPOnauta Faatuiaig ■!!■ iiaata urrth
Sap, tWp. Kpfhryn SuBaan and
JudHh Raarack. IR) g
USPNI SPORTSCENTER
rrMO MOVIE *** "A M,»
aummar Nlght'a Baa Comadv"
119S2I Woody Akan. Mat Farrour
12:30
WKRP IN CINCINNATI
SPORTSWEEKEND
ScttacUad: Grand Fn. avto rac8 from San Marato. nary
THt* WEEK IN *AJKa-**.
•AU
I MEET THE PRE**
lONLOCATtON
I AOAM SMITH* MONEY
WORLD Guam Oaorga Saarnkpb. daactor ftutgara Umuarady a
Canaar for Urban Pokey fliaapi.li.
Oauld 0 Maaural. chapman. Fan
Ida Maa Fradanek J Napoktano
formar pupoaiil. Npponal Aaaocrapon of Homa Bpldpll.
tBSPNI NPL fJOPERBTAR* A
proNa or lann, Uoora

^

•J ■ NBA •ABKETBAUIVyotf<atm.
J WALTON*
COMMUNITY CLOtKUP
•
WAIHINOTON
WEEK IN RE VIEW
■ MOVK »*•
Cndaraka
Ukany* I1B73) Jamaa Caan.
MarahaMaaon
■BPW AUTO RACING Toyota
CakdJnty FUKP from Long Baach.

10: SO
■ NORTH COAST
ZINC
■ ONE ON ONE
• ORAL ROBERT*
■ *T ARCADE

■ ntSHHTI

11«0
(LANO ANO»EA
COMMtNT

IM

■ SAvma

*OCIAL

*E-

CURfTY AND MEOtCARE A
hnancupy ar-ng -Socad Bpourtty
and Malta1 ara pin*amp
Hoat
Lomp Graana at aanad by farmar
Calddrraa eongraaaman Jamaa
Hun a», tan Mart Hatt-d I"
Oral. Map Andraw Jpooba 10
md > and flap Oauda Pappar 10
Hal.
** WALL STREET WEEK
Guaat: Paul Craaj ftobana. profaaaor of acoocaraca. Qooraptoym
(TPPO MOVIE ***
War
Gamaa I1SB3I Martha- Brodp
UJk. OppnayCidarhan.

Ma

S MOVIE »•*
»>dora
lltegl Vanaaaa Padvava. Jaaon
0 MOVK **• Hal at Tha
Facrhc
MSet) Laa Marwn.
Toetaro Mduna
fWAR Of THi STARS
SOLO
GREAT
PiRFORMANCES "Saatnay Todtf Angela Larabur, and (aaorga Haam afar
an Siaphan Sondhaam'a rihuakCal
dwaar about a t-erbar an V< tor*r>
ara Lottdon who a losnad by an
actwmpaoa. Mra. lovatt an ha
achame of ravaoge aganat a
crookadwdge Q
KSFN1 AUTO RACING San
.wanna Grand Fnh. from imon it -

dy.n

MO
9 WCT T1NNIS TOURNAMENT
Of
CHAMPIONS
PREWEW
09 CAPITOL JOURNAL Topic: end nghte ScheoUlad Waeh
■rtgaon Foat raportar Juan Wit
koma aaamawa cverarit Hpaatagn:
HodoVtg Cater aicuaaM raaat*
aggregated daeeM m South Carokna
3*00
OTJ JOCKEY VVaham Conrad
hoata th* Irrtmy Aavard-wannartg
apaoal that peye osbuta to the
ovarlookad haroM of horaa raorig.
tha Bckaya FioNad are Steve
Cauthen
Ronn* fimtm. Ron
Turcotka. Jacmio Vaeojuax and
Cr erg Parr ai

OY MOVlt **#Vi

Monkey

BuetiwM
(19531 Cary Grant.
Gatgar Fjogara
0j> MOVTf * e> V, The f>owning Foof lltlSI PaJ faawman.
Joanr* WooO3:90
O ■ NBA BASKETBALL
Flayoff Game
maCl MOVlf #•> H
Endangered Spacwa 11BS2I Roeart UrIch. Jodatti VwiBBima.
falOO
0 GOLF MONV Tournament of
Charraaaor*. hnal «I*»T>0. ava from
Carabad. CaJ>.
* MOVIE It* "Faoctaak"
119611 Jamaa Stawari
Hanry
Fonda
■SPNI FaBMINQ: MARK *0StN'l (ALT WATER JOURNAL

4:10
«MYMN»tNO
BONAVENTURE TRAVEL
■ Wl apNO... THAT THEY
aHALL VIA*.
MM TlNNtB Aaan Katg Caa-

352-8459

▼-MIT
HUTCH
QF*
tWPSBtiallll

LOOK FOR US THIS MONDAY
AT OUR NEW LOCATION
115 Railroad St between
Dorsey's & Sterling's

THONE

SORRY ABOUT THE INCONVIENCE
OF BEING CLOSED BUT WE'RE

llliE.Woorrter
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Meet Brent Douglas:
Alias "Friday Guy
Dear Readers,
This man has been a regular Friday
face since the beginning of 1965. Brent
Douglas, the official ''Friday Guy,"
has launched a promising modeling
career by appearing as the official

Friday mascot in a number of roles.
Be it shopping for toilet paper in
Kroger's, perusing old couches at a
local thrift shop, or Just hanging
around for that "natural" photo,
Brent's casual look and photographic

charisma has captured the attention
of modeling agencies everywhere,
even if Friday readers never noticed
we use the same guy for our photos.
Douglas began his modeling career
in the spring's first issue by sporting a
t-shirt for the cover photo. Even without his face depicted, the modeling
world took notice.
Now seeking a career in professional modeling, Douglas bids farewell to his readers (lookers, actually)

and is moving on to bigger and better
jobs including modeling work for The
National Enquirer, The Examiner,
The Star and, of course, the J.C.
Penney's catalog.
Brent, you studly supermarket tabloid idol, you. The Friday staff and
your faithful fans wish you success in
your career. We look forward to seeing you in Calvin Klein skivvies someday in the Sear's fall catalog.
You will be greatly missed.

$$ JOBS $$
1985-86 EMPLOYMENT PROCEDURES
In order to alleviate the lines for employment at the beginning of Fall Semester, the following procedure will
be implemented for the first two weeks of the Fall:
1. Students MUST have an appointment to obtain a job referral during the first two weeks of Fall Semester.
2. Students can make appointments from AUGUST 1st THROUGH AUGUST 23 between 8:00 a.m. and 5:00
p.m. Monday to Thursday and between 8:00 a.m. and 11:30 a.m. on Fridays by
-CALLMG-

(419) 372-2721
The office schedule will be as follows for the first two weeks of class:
MONDAY, AUGUST 26
WORK-STUDY JOBS ONLY will be posted - ONLY students who have been awarded Work-Study may make
appointments for this day.
TUESDAY, AUGUST 27
REGULAR AND WORK-STUDY JOBS will be posted - ALL students may make appointments for this day.
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 28
REGULAR AND WORK-STUDY JOBS will be posted - ALL students may make appointments for this day.
THURSDAY, AUGUST 29
NO JOB POSTINGS - Signed referrals for students hired may be turned in.
FRIDAY, AUGUST 30
NO JOB POSTINGS - Signed referrals for studnts hired my be turned in.
The second week of Fall Semester, jobs will be posted on Tuesday and Thursday mornings at 8:00 a.m. for
those students who have previously made appointments. Please contact the Student Employment Program
Office, 460 Student Services (372-2651), if you have any questions about these procedures.
-CUP THIS AD FOR YOUR INFORMATION-
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